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A trailing and radiotelemetry study of fisher

and marten was conducted from August, L978 to Augtust' 1980

in the boreal forest of southeastern Manitoba.

snowshoe hares composed 81% of the winter diet

of fisher and 53% of the diet of marten. Marten displayed

more subnivean and arboreal activity, and ate more microtines

and squirrels than did fisher. Fisher ate marten twice.

Both fisher and marten were found to pursue hares actively

for distances of uP to 1 km.

Fisher were found to be restricted by the soft,

thick snow cover thaL was present during midwinter. Fewer

tracks wele observed at this time, and fisher travelled upon

snowshoe hare trails and their own trails to a greater

extent than in either the early winter period of thin snow

cover or the late winter period of crust conditions. Fisher

were also found to walk through the sno\¡/ cover and leave a body

drag in midwinter.

Marten did not appear to be hindered by soft snow

cover to the degree that f isher \^lere. Marten tracks were

encountered with equal frequency throughout the winter and

they never teft a body drag in the snow cover. They did

travel upon hare trails and their own trails to a greater

extent in the midwinter, but never as much as did fisher.

ABSTRACT



Tv/o juvenile, female fisher had winter home

ranges of from 15.0-20.5 k^2, while other juvenile females

and males dispersed from the study area after their release.

One juvenile, male marten had a home range of 9 '6 km

in early winter, while another wandered at random in l-ate

fall and early winter, but appeared to have a permanent home

range of B.I km2 by the following spring. A juvenile,

female marten had seasonal home ranges of from 6.0 8.4 km2.

A fire that swept through the study area in May I9B0

caused one male marten to clisperse 61 km, while a female

marten di<l not alter her home range during the 2 months

that radio contact was maintained.
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hTinter Food Habits and Foraging Behaviour of

Fisher (Martes pennanti) and

Marten (Martes

SECTTON I

americana) in Southeastern

M.anitoba



A trailing study of fisher and marten was conducted

for two winters during the period of snow cover in the boreal

forest of }fanitoba. Snowshoe hares composed BIU of the winter

diet of fisher and 53% of the diet of marten. Marten displayed
more subnivean and arboreal activity, and ate more microtines

and squirrels than did fisher. Fisher ate marten twice.

Both fisher and marten were found to pursue hares actively

for distances of up to I km.
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opportunistic feeders. The main winter prey of fisher ís

snowshoe hares, porcupines, microtines and birds. They al-so

use carrion when it is available. The winter food habits of

fisher have been studied in Ontario (de Vos , 1952¡ Ctem, Lg77) ,

New York state (Hamil-ton and cook, L955¡ Brown and wirl, r97g),

Maine (Coulter, l-966) , New Hampshire (Stevens , l-968¡ Kelly,

I977), Michigan (powe11, 1977, l-gTB) and in l4anitoba (Leonard,

l qRnì
Lr vv t .

Mícrotines are the main winter food of r¡.arten in

Ontario (Clem, 1977), Maine (Soutiere, 1979; Steventon, Lg79),

Montana (weckwerth and Haw1ey, 1962), British columbia (Cowan

and MacKay, 1950; Quick, 1955), Alaska (Lensink et al., 1955),

the Yukon Territory (BoIes, I974) , and the Northwest Territories
(More, 19 7B) . studies in rdashington state (Newby, 1951) and

Montana (MarshaI1,1946) indicate that sguirrels are sornetimes

the most important food for m.arten there.

The European pine marten (it/iartes martes) and the sable

Fisher (Martes pennanti) and rnarten (¡,t.

TNTPODUCTÏON

âmêrlñãt1 âl ârâ
/ slv

(Nartes

marten (Anderson, 1970). Microtines are the main food of the

European marten in scotland (Lockie, :-96I) , Finland (pulliainen,

1980a) and in Poland (Goszczynski , L976) . Goszczynski (1976)

tabulated the results of L7 studies from the Soviet Union that

zibellina) are cl.osely related to the North American



show that the main prey of the European marten is small

rodents. The sable also preys upon smal1 rodents to a large

extent (Bromley, I956; Shaposhnikov, 1956; Danilov and

rvanter , L967) . These species also prey on hares, shrews and

birds.

winter trailing is the most common technique used to

study the foraging behaviour of fisher and marten. Fisher
(de Vos, 1952¡ Coulter, 1966¡ powell_, 1977i Leonard, 19B0)

have been found to have a capricious search path that involves

the investigation of upturned roots of farlen trees, logs and

brushpil-es. Marten (Marshall, 1946, l_951a; Murie , l-96L¡

Nyholm, I970¡ Campbell, 1979; Steventon, Lg79; pulliainen,

1980a) have J:een found to hunt in a similar fashion.

f conducted a radiotel-emetry and tracking study of

fisher and marten at Taiga Biological Station (Sto 05' N,

95o 20' W) from Äugust, I}TB to August, 1980. A previous

study (Leonard, l_980) of fisher provided background for this

investigation. No marten were known to be present in the

study area until l-918. A sudden infrux of marten permitted

their food habits and foraging behaviour to be compared with

fisher. The increase in the locar marten population appeared

to be part of the widespread expansion of marten range in

Ontario and northern Minnesota (Mech and Rogers, 1977).



Study Area

The 324 km2 study area is part of the l-ow borear rand

region (Woo et al. , 1977) . The do¡ninant features are bedrock

knolls and ridges of up to 30m in heiqht with bogs and fens

in between. The mean January ternperature varies from -22.8
to -19-8oc and the mean July temperature varies from +LB to
+19-5oC. Annual precipitation varies from 410 to 535 rrLm, with
250 to 355 mm of this falring as rain between 1 May and

30 September (loc. cit. ) .

The study area is composed of l-0 habitats. The most

common habitat is jackpine (pinus banksiana) ridge. The

entire study area has been burnt at some time or other,
although some parts not for 150+ years. Moderatery open

black spruce (Picea mariana) -tamarack (Larix laricina) bogs

are the second most coinmon habitat. open bogs of the same

species, thick alder (Alnus) bogs, black spruce bogs and

beaver meadows are the other moist habitats. The remaining
habitats are aspen (populus tremuloides)-jackpine ridges,
balsam fir (abies balsamifera) -white
ridges, jackpine sandplains and rivers

spruce (Picea glauca)

and lakes.



Relative Prey Densities

squirrel and Grouse The relative densities of the most

colnmon prey items were determined by track counts. All tracks

\.'üere recorded and then erased in the sno\^r wherever T skied on

a system of flagged trails. The distance that these trails

traversed each of the 10 habitats had previously been measured.

Thus r could compare, using the chi-square distribution, the

observed frequency of tracks per habitat and per winter with

the expected val-ue carculated from the distance r had skiecl

in each habitat and in each winter.

METHODS

Red squirrel (Tamiasciurus

recorded until January of 1979. As

with temperature (eruitt and Lucier,

comparisons could only be made for

March.

canadensis)

other.

Snowshoe hare

Ruffed (Bonasa umbellus) and spruce (Canachites

month on r km transects in each of the five habitats in which

hares were most common. r initiarly ran transects in all l0
habit.ats, but dropped the five that hares rarely frequented

grouse tracks could. not be differentiated from each

hudsonicus) tracks were not

sguirrel activity varies

1958), between year

the months of January through

Snowshoe hare track counts were made once per



(moderately open bog, open bog, jackpine sandplain, beaver

m.eadow, river and lake). The transects lvere run four days

afLer a snowfall and all tracks that crossed the transects

were recorded as being either single tracks or trails. I

arbitrarily defined a "trail" to be wherever two or more

hares had passed, and weighted trails to be the equivalent

of three single tracks.

Small- Mammals Small- mamrn.al

September of each year in all terrestrial habitats except

open bogs. Permanent plots of 100 traps arranged 10 by I0

with 6.5 m between each trap were used. Fifty museum specials

and 50 Schuylers were alternated on each grid and set for three

-ì -t^+^llIvlI LÐ .

Fisher and Ma.rten Trackincr Both fisher and marten \^rere

trailed whenever their tracks were encountered. The clistance

moved by an animal was determined by

trapping was conducted

one pace being the distance covered

complete cvcle of motion.

The pace length varied v¡ith the animal's size, its speed,

snow conditions and topography. However, it can be regarded

as a unit of effort. Every time I trailed an anj-mal I

measured 10 of its paces, the depth it. sunk in the sno\^r cover

and its track size. The number of paces that the animal took

in each habitat was recorded, its activity was noted and any

scats were col-lected.

t-n

counting its "paces",

by an anim-al through one



r identified mammal remains in the scats by cuticular
scale impression patterns (adorjan and Kolenosky, rg69)

and by comparing them with a reference colrection of hair
and skeletons.

scat contents \^/ere classified in two ways, forrowing

the method of Knowl_ton (L964) and HiII (1979). The frequency

occurrence of an item was calculated by dividing the total
number of occurrences of a food item by the number of scats,
whil-e the freguency occurrence of a major item (l.I.r.) was

cal-curated by divid-ing the numbe:: of times an item comprised

402 or more by volume of a scat by the number of scats. In7hen

two items in one scat occurred as a major item, each was

tabulated as one-half of an occurrence to maintain the integrity
of the sampli.ng unit and to limit the sum of bhe percentage

freguencies of occurrence as a major item to l_00%.



Relative Prey Densities

Squi-rrel and Grouse

grrouse sign observed

expected nurnbers calculated from the distance skied in each

winter in Tabl-e 1.

Both grouse and squirrel sign did not differ

significantly from expected between years.

Flying squirrel (Glaucomys volans) were present in

the study area, though not comm-on.

RESULT-C

The total numbers of squirrel and

in each winter are compared with the

Bird species that fisher and rnarten could eat in

v¿inter included gray jays (Perisoreus canadensis) , black-capped

chickadees (Parus

hudsonicus) r

(Loxia curvj-rostra and,

pubescens), hairy (3. villosus) and pileated (Dryocopus pileatus)

woodpeckers.

pine grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator), crossbills

atricapillus), boreal chickadees (Parus

Snowshoe Hares The results of the snowshoe hare transect

counts are shown in Table 2. The changes between counts within
years were not synchronous, however, the means of each habitat
v¿ere lower inthe winter of 1979/80 than that of I97B/79, and

the aspen ridge, thick alder bog and balsam fir ridge habitats
had the highest track counts in both winters.

!. leucoptera) and downy (Picoides



Table 1. Comparison of grouse ancl sguirrel track counts in
each winter.

Grouse observecl
expected*

197B/I979 r979/:-980
November- November-
April April

Squirrel observed
expected*

458

480.9

Based on the distance skied in each winter.

January- January-
March March

t0

f,.1 J

490.0

2
xH

4L2

428.8

¿.!tó > 0.5 Not
einnifì¡=n+v_j.¡44¿Lq¡¡q

497

480.2
I.249 > 0.5 Not

si o¡ì f i ¡:n+



Table 2. Snowshoe hare transect track counts*

rd

JJ
rO

..1

rú

OUr
ttOúrooÊqoul.rÊaoÉo..ro|{

úl.rÞC)..1 lr ¡C
OfqA.ÉØ4
O¡d¡4J1
J4OOU
O r{ rd '..{rú rú r-{ .dF.J M Fq ET

a)p.
o{

c).olUtOÞ'oõraour .,.{ @qJúo.!4
.¡cJtlÉ
ú11rorú rr.O&Otqo]r4
ç(J:){Ð.HErú

ÉPrrd:4J41¡
0JJ<OOO..{
P¡ (.) .-1 rd ..1 ,AOrdrú-l .qrú
4I-JmtrlHE

79 /80

Date

78/tg

Count Date

I

2

9 /Xrr/18 r9 8

L6/r/79 s73

22/rr/79 4 83

331

Ltó

155

44L

2TT

83

222

102

195 Aspen

472 Thick
Bog

259 BaIsam
Fir
.-l¡¡l¡ni na

389 Black
Qnrrr¡aer! sve

6/xr/79 88

I/Xr.f /79 89

r8/f/80 27L

81704
80 78 65

r04 253 66

rJaISam f r_r

Aspen

Thick Bog

Jackpine
Ridge

Black Spruce
Bog

IJð

149

L20

5/fir/79 380 246 466 L28 19 /r.r/ 80 r92 r29 229 153 70

Mean

Mean of means

408.s 190.5 318.3

276

L33.I 328.8 160.0 80.3 182 .5 72.0 119 . 3

123

weighted track counts, where I "trai1" = 3 sinqle tracks

H
ts



Small- Mammals

were the most abundant small mammals in both years, and their

densities did not change appreciably between years (Table 3).

fn 2,400 trap nights in September I97B a total of 52 C.

and 48 S. cinereus \,vere cauqht. fn the same number of

Cl-ethrionomys gapperi and Sorex

nights in September l-979 a total of 5l g. gapperi and 47

q. cinereus were trapped. The total number of all small-

mammals in al-l- habitats (1I5) did not change at all between

years, although the numbers within each habitaL did change.

In the first fall the beaver meadow (SZ¡ , thick alcler

bog-jackpine ridge ecotone (22), thick alder bogr (20) and

aspen ridge (20) plots had the most animal-s. In the second fall

the jackpine ridge (t9) , ecotone (24) and aspen riclge (2L)

plots had the most.

cl_nereus

Other Mammals Porcupines were rare

althouqh one female fisher that was

in her throat. Muskrats were common

lakes. Possible sources of carrion

L2

and woodland caribou (Fangifer

were no white-tailed deer in the study area during t.he trn¡o

winters of the studv.

Trailinq Results

qal)perl_
..4

l- r>n

A total of I54,2I7

was fol-lowed, resulting in

i n .|- ha q{- rrdrz area,
'l i rza-{-r=nnaÄ h=.1 = n"i l'lMç LlqyÈrçu rrqu q Yurlf

in the shallow bays er

included beavers, moose

tarandus caribou). There

fisher paces and 142,023 marten paces

159 fisher and 107 marten scats



Table 3. Smal-I l"lammal sìaptrap Results.
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being collected. The mean midwinter pace lengths of fisher

and rnarten were 7L.9 cm (n=5I0) and 57.L cm (n:570),

respectively. Thus a total of approximately 111 fisher and

BI marten þ¡n was trailed. The sexes could not be determined.

by track size in either species, despite the sexual dimorphism

that both species exhibit (Moors, 1980) . Track size varied

enormously with snow cover thickness, vertical hardness, the

age of the track, the animal's speed and the positioning of

the animal-'s feet. Exceptionally large tracks, however, were

most likely those of mal-e fisher.

Fisher Scat Results

was the most common prey of fisher in the two wínters (84.32

occurrence ; 81 . ]U ¡4. I . occurrence ) . The next most cofirmon

item was birds (8.2e"; 6.8% M.I.). Fisher ate marten at least

twice. On one occasÍon there was a larqe amount of rnarten fur

in several scats, while on another occasion there was marten fur,

The scat analysis (Table 4) indicates that snowshoe hare

1Ar-

bones and claws. Fisher hair occurred as a minor item twice

and was probably the result of grooming. M.armot (Marmota

monax) and snake (Thamnophis

in rvinter, despite the fact that these species hibernate. Fisher

dug through the snow cover numerous times to eat o1d eggs. Egg

shell- always occurred as a minor item in scats and I could not

tell whether fisher were finding ent.ire eggs or just empty shel1s.

The occurrences of miscellaneous vegetation and graminoid-like

sirtalis) were eaten on occasion



Físher and marten scat analysis.
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vegetation were allvays in small quantities and they were

probably taken inadvertantly.

Fisher kills and scavanges encountered during trailing

are shown in Tab1e 5. Excludino the egg and frog scavanges,

fisher averaged one kill or scavange per 5.1 km of trail.

Marten Scat Results

The main prey of marten was al-so snowshoe hare

(58.9?; 53.3U M.I.). Microtines were next in importance

(18.6?; 18.1U tI.I.) followecìby squirrels (15.9%; t5.9U M.I.)

and birds (17 .BZ¡ L7.22 M.I. ) . As with fisher, there were

traces of vegetation in many scats (2L.42\ . Vegetation never

occurred as a ma-ior item.

Marten kills and scavanges were similar to the prey

items found in the scats. Marten averaged one kilf or

scavange per 5. B km.

Comparison of Fisher and Marten Food Habits

l6

(s3.3%

vs 1.9?

(t"I.22

at the

Fisher ate more snowshoe hares (81.1% M.I.) than marten

M.I.), whil-e marten ate more rnicrotines (I8.1% M.I.

M.f .), squirrels (15.9å M..I. vs 1.3e" M.f .) and birds

M.I. vs 6.0% M.T.). These differences are significant

0.001% level (X2[s] = 378.02).

The diets of the two species appear more simil_ar when

com.pared rvithin the same year (rable 6). The marten population

was still low in the study area in the first winter (Section II)



Table 5, Fisher and marten kifls and
two winters of trailing.

Snowshoe hare

Grouse

ËYYÞ

oaÀ carri rral

cray jay

Unidentified bird

SmaIl manìJnal

KAnto

IOtAr

KilI Kill,zscavange

Fisher

ki11/scavanges found in

L]

l-0

2

o

1

Ki11 Kill,zscavanse

Marten

I

2I



Table 6. Percent occurrence
and marten.

Red sguirrel

Marten, marmot
and muskrat

Mi- crotine s
and Shrews

Snowshoe hare

iJ]. rds

Seed

Fi sher
r97 B/79 r979 /80I Occurrence

n=107 52

of major food items of fisher

6.1

IB

11. s

5.8

5b.o

16 .4

93.0

ño

r978/79 L979/80
B Occurrence

18 89

100.0

16.7 I5.7

I00.0

I7 .9

tra O

13.5

100.0 100.0



and therefore only few scats were collected. Marten, however,

still ate more squirrels and microtines, and fisher ate more

marten, marmot and muskrat (X2tsl = 70.70;P<0.001).

There is a marked difference in the fisher's diet
.>

between years (X"[5] :59.67¡P< 0.001). Theycaught fewer

hares but more of evervthing else in the second winter.

Comparison of Fisher and Marten Foraging Behaviour

Both fisher and marten travelled long distances in

relatively straight lines, ancl often stopped at the roots of

fal-len trees, logs and coverts of thick patches of young

coniferous trees or the qali-1aden lower branches of larger

coniferous trees. At times they circled around such places.

Behaviours that were interpreted as foraging activities

are listed in Tab1e 7. Marten showed more subnivean and

arboreal activity than did fisher. These differences are

further accentuated by the fact that fisher were trailed

farther than marten. Fisher dug holes in the sno\^l more often

than tunnels, whereas marten did the reverse. Marten also

investigated more sguirrel tracks. In the second winter , físher

encountered 91 squirrel tracks and stopped to sniff at or

circled three of these, while marten encountered I2B and investigated
1tB. (x'[1] = 6.44;P<0.05).

t9

The mean length of 30 marten tunnels through the sno$l

was 74.2 crTr, and the mean diameter of 2L tunnels was 10.9 cm.

Seven fisher tunnel-s had a mean lenqth of 112.1 cm and a mean

diameter of 12.9 cm.



Tab]e 7. Frequency of foraging activities of fisher and marten.
T\llo year totaL.

Investigate coverts

fnvestigate r:¡der
fal1en 1og

Investigate upended
tree roots

Tunnel through snow

Dig hole in snow

fnvestigate base
of tree
f'lim].r rrn #roa

Investigate holes
in rocks

fnvestigate squirrel
tracks

Investigate grouse
tracks

Investigate micfotÍne
tracks

Snowshoe hare
chase

Kil-ometers trailed

F i sher

t-b

I

11

IA

28

0

0

13

6

3

Marten

20

56

40

63

16

I

10

T4

26

I

3

2

r11 81



The number of observed subnivean foraging activities

in each habitat is compared with the habitat use of each

species in Table B. Fisher showed significantly (P< 0.005)

more subnivean activity than expected in aspen ridge habitat.

Marten showed signi-ficantly (P < 0.005) more activity in thick

alder bog and beaver mead.ow habitats.

Each winter was divided into three periods according

to snow cover conditions. The first period was from the time

of the first snowfall- (13 November in I97B; 1 November in L979)

to when the snow thickness began to restrict the movements of

fisher and marten. This thickness f arbitarily chose as 20 cR,

and it happened to be reached on 26 November of both winters.

The second period consisted of the midwinter months of soft,

thick snow cover when the vertical hardness was less than
.)

100 gm/cm' in all habitats except rivers and lakes, and was

often less than 10 g^¡cmz. The third period began when a

vertical hardness of greater than 100 gm¡cm2 was reached in

all habitats. The change io crust conditions was quite abrupt

in both winters and occurred in all habitats at about the same

time (21 March in L979; 23 March in 1980). A series of thaws

and freezings occurred during the crust periods of both winters

which caused the vertical hardness of the sno\,v cover to increase

to l-,000-5,000 g^¡" 2. Both fisher and marten had less subnivean

activity than expected duringr the crust pe::iocl.s (p < 0.005;
Table 9).

2L



I OU¡Ë È' Number of observed fisher and marten subniveanactivities per habitat, excluding rivers and lakes.Î\¡/o-year sum of tunnels in snow, holes in snow, --'coverts, logs and roots
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Table 9. Number of observed fisher and

activities per winter period.

Fisher Observed
Expected

Thin snow Midwinter Crust Total X" l2l
cover soft

I"larten Observed
F'vnê^+êÀ

2I
19.0

marten subnivean
Sum of both winters.

Based on distance each species was trailed in each winter period.

4¿

25 .9

40

59.5

1I
29.1

205

t4

6

19 .1

E

at Â

257

257 1"6 .1

< 0.005

< 0.005



Fisher actively chased hares five times, twice

for over an estimated kilometre (Table 10). I was never

able to trail a complete chase although I twice reached

the endpoints of chases and found a warm hare carcass.

Both kilI sites indicated that the kills had been very swift

as no signs of a struggle could be seen. f witnessed the

second of these chases on a 1ake. The hare did not seem to

be running at full speed, although the fisher (a female)

v/as approximately 7 m behind it. The hare made a number of

zígzaqs before disappearing around a point of land. It was

killed shortly afterwards. The fisher and hare had made

bounds of up to 192 and 184 cÍìr respectively. The chase had

alternated several times between Lhe balsam fir ridge on the

shore and the ice. After killing the hare, the fisher dragged

it 95 paces in from the shore and ate it under a fallen spruce.

Marten twice chased hares for at least one-þ¿lf kilometre
(Table 10). During one of these chases,in thick snow cover,

the marten's tracks registered perfectly in the hare's tracks

for a long distance.

A fisher once dragged a hare 687 paces (approximately

317 m) to its subnivean den, while a marten once dragged a

spruce grouse 657 paces (approximately 330 m) to its den.

Remains of grouse and hare were often found at both fisher

and marten <fens.

¿1



Table 10. Fisher and marten snowshoe hare chase data.

Fisher Number Mean of Estimated Track Habitat
ãate of 10 paces number of depth

paces ( cm) meters (cm )

I6/xr/78 373+ 84.5 3L5.2+ 3.5 Lake

3o/i/7g L52+ 5. o Moderately open bog
and thick bog and aspen

L4/XI/79 899+ 92.3 829 . 8+ 6 .0 Jackpine ridge

26/xT/79 900+ 118.2 I,063.8+ 2.5-9.0 Lake

4/xII/79 573+ 116.7 1,012.5+ 2.0-5.0 Lake and balsam fir ridge

Marten

L0/xff/79 500+ 2.5-6.0 Jackpíne riclge and lake

L6/XII/79 482+ 113.6 547.5+ 7.0 Aspen and jackpine ridge

¡\)
(Jl



Both specíes often travelled on the tracks of other

species (Tabte 11). Fisher followed mink, marten, lynx and

fox trails more than marten did, while marten followed ermine

trails more than fisher did. One female fisher travelled on

a fox trail for 1,600 paces (1,392 m) on a lake, and a fox once

actively pursued a male fisher for I,41-B paces (2,2I8 m) .

The fisher had been travelling in a relatively straight l_ine

for 4 km on 31 March L979, during the crust period of the

winter. It passed through an area where there were many fox

tracks and possibly a fox den. The fisher sped up and beg,an

to zigzag erratically when a fox began to chase it. At each

sharp turn the fisher made, the fox woul-d glissade on the

crust for several feet before continuing the chase. No blood

or fur was found on the snolr. Despite its zígzags, the fisher

still travelled in the direction it had been going prior to

the chase, and it never clirnbed a tree although many were

avai Iable

Fisher crossed open bogs and lakes as they encountered

them. Thus they did not avoid. open areas, although they

did not actively hunt in them. In crossing large lakes they

often skirted islands they encountered instead of crossing

them. Once a male travelled 380 paces (367 m) across a 1ake,

skirted an island for lr47 paces (142 m), and then took a further

860 paces (831 m) to complete the crossing of the lake.

26



Table lL. Number of paces fisher and
specl-es

Mustela erminea

Mustela vison

Martes americana

Martes pennanti

Lutra canadensis

Lynx canadensis

Vulpes fulva

ÀLces aLces
or

Rangifer tarandus

Number of Number of
paces occasions

Fisher

marten trailed other

4L7

9s6

*

27

Number of Number of
paces occasions

16

393

I837

450

Marten

* Fisher and marten
degree. This was

I
I

J

r5s

4

*

2

5

6

TO

followed their own species tracks to a considerableinterpreted as sexual behaviour (Section II).

B4

95

442



Marten

spruce-tamarack

a marten hunted

sometimes hr:nted

bogs up to 200 m

for I,025 paces

in moderately open black

wide. On one such occasion

(528 m) in a bog.

zó



Fisher Food Habits

Fisher had a higher percentage occurrence of hare

in their diet in the winter of I91B/I979 (93.0? M.I.) than

in any previous study. This wasperhaps due to the fact

that the hare population was high during the study and

to the rarity of porcupines and white-tailed deer. Other

authors have found that fisher often eat porcupines (de Vos'

1952; Powell-, L97B) and unglulate carrion (de Vos, L952; Hamilton

and Cook, 1955; Kelly, f977). Moose and woodland caribou

occurred in the study area, but I found no evidence that

fisher used carrion of these species. De Vos (1952) found a

252 occurrence of hare in fisher guts from Ontario, Powe1l

(1977) found 313 ín scats from Michigan and Leonard (1980)

founcl a 52e. occurrence in quts from Manitoba in the winter

of I976/I977.

Leonard showed that fisher exhibited a functional

response in their diet to changes in prey densities. Studies,

of lynx (Brand et al. , L976) and great horned owls (Bubo

virginianus) (Adamcik et aI., 1978) have shown that these

predators wilI switch to alternate, less preferred prey when

the density of hares decreases.

Yearly hare drives indicated that the hare population

increased between L974 and L977 (Leonard, L9B0) -

DISCUSSÏON

¿Y



As the hare population rose the occurrence of this

species in the diet increased while the occurrence of small

and medium sized mammals decreased. My data, when compared

with Leonardrs (Table 12), confirm this trend. Leonard's

data are from carcasses collected over most of southeastern

Manitoba and one part of western Manitoba, while mine are

from scats collected from one small area. However, the trend

is still clear. Fisher ate hares almost exclusively in the

winter of L97B/I979. When the hare population began to

falI in L919/L980, as determined by track counts, fisher

switched to alternate prey. This switch occurred despite

the fact that the grouse, squirrel and small mammal populations

remained constant over the two years.

The other prey that was taken by fisher in this study

have been found to be eaten by fisher in other studies.

l4icrotines, squirrels and birds have been found in a1l studies

(de Vos , L952; Hamilton and Cook, 1955; Cou1ter, 1966¡ Clem.,

1977; Ke1ly, 1977, Powell, L977; Brown and Wi11, 1919; Leonard,

19B0), muskrats in three studies (Hamilton and Cook, 1955;

Brown and Wi1l, 1979; Leonard, 1980) and marmots in one study

(Leonard, t9B0) .

?n

Fisher averaged one kill or scavange per 5.1 km in this

study. Powell (L971) found one per B.B km and Leonard (1980)

found one per 10.7 km.



Table 12. Percent occurrence of
Lo 1979/1980.

Guts from S.E. and v¿estern
Manitoba (Leonard, 1980)

Snowshoe hare

Squi rre ì-

Small mammaf

Other mammal

Carrion

fisher prey items I974/l-975

197 4/75 I915/76
23 35

17. 3

13.0

51.7

30.5

47 .8

13.0

31

20 .7

8.6

14.3

60.0

17.1

Hare transect count

r976/77

Scats from Taiga
Biologicaì- Station

trî '

23.9

23.9

Ll.9

42.8

7.2

r977 /7 B L978/'t9
l_07

94.A 63.5

- 3.9

þ.J l_l-.5

2.8 l_9.3

L979 /80
52

123



Marten Food Habits

Marten also had a higher freguency of hare in their

diet (53.3? M.I.) than in most other studies. Many of these

studies were done in areas of low hare population (Lensink

et a1., 1955; Itlurie, l-96f ) . Quick (l-955), however, in

northern British Columbia, found that one male marten

exploited a localized hare population and had an 86.5å

freguency of hare in its diet. Boles (L974) found a 312

frequency of hare in the cliet of marten in the Mackenzie River

Valley.

l4icrotines (18.12 M.I.) and squirrels (15.9U M.I.)

were the next most important foods for marten in this study.

Most studies have found microtines to be the main winter prey

of marten (e.g. Weckwerth and lìawley, 1962; Koehler and

Hornocker, 1977; Soutiere, J-979; Steventon, L979).

Cl-ethrionomys gapperi and Sorex cinereus were the most

common smal-l mammals caught in snap traps but only Clethrionomys

were eaten by marten in any appreciable quantity, Other

authors have also found that rnarten do not eat shrews in

proportion to Lheir abundance (Cowan and MacKay, 1950;

J¿

Lensink et aI., 1955).

Contrary to popular opinion, (e.9. Ha1ey, 1975; Whitacker,

1980) squirrels are not the main food of marten, although two

authors have found them to compose from 40-60? of the marten's

winter diet (Newby, 195I; Marshafl, 1946).



Grouse (3.'7e" M.I.) and unid-entified birds (1 .52 M.I.)

were also important to marten in this study. Other authors

have found that marten prey on birds in winter (462 occurrence;

Quick, 1955; Ize" occurrence, Soutiere, L979) .

Only 18 scats were collected in the winter of L97B/L979,

thus between-year comparisons are not possible. Pulliainen

(1980a) found that the European marten exhibited a functional

response to changing microtine populations. During winters

of high vole numbers the diet of marten !,/as composed of

90-100% mice. Vühen the vole population declined the marten

ate more reindeer carrion, eggs, squirrels, grouse, berries

and mushrooms.

Marten averaged one kill or scavange per 5. B km in

this study. Marshal-1 (t95ta) found that marten made one kilI

per I2.3 km in Idaho.

Comparison of Fisher and Marten Food Habits

33

The differences found between the diets of fisher and

marten indicate that dietary compeLition between the species

\^/as probably not extensive. Clem (1917) found that fisher in

Ontario ate more porcupines and fewer sma1l mammals and birds

than marten did. De Vos (L952) stated that many traplines that

had high fisher populations had low marten populations, and

vice versa. However, he also founcl many exceptions to this ru1e.

Yurgenson (1956) noted that as the sable population felI

in western Russia in the t9th century, the European marten

population grew and extended its range.



De Vos (1952) related one incidence of a fisher

killing a marten and Brown and I¡7iI1 (1979) had one occurrence

of marten hair in 322 guts. There were no active trappers

in the vicinity of my study and so there was no possibility

that the two occurrences of marten remains in fisher scats

were from robbed traps. This is stiIl not unequivocal evidence,

however, that the fisher actually kil1ed the marten-

Fisher Foraging Behaviour

The alternation between tr:avelling long, straight

distances and intensively hunting small areas has been noted

by other authors (Coulter, L966¡ Powe11, I977; Leonard, 19B0).

Fisher in this study stopped to investigate coverts, fallen

logs and upended tree roots, and tunnelled or dug holes in

the sno\^/ an average of 0.67 times per kilometre of trail.

They dug holes in the snow more often than tunnelling in it.

Perhaps their relatively large body size makes digging more

feasible than tunnelling.

Fisher exhibited more subnivean act.ivity in aspen ridge

r-,-t-.ì+â+ l.rrr.F thiS iS a biased result aS one male fisher madellCtUl LA U, U u u

11 of 2L aspen ridge occurrences in one spot while digging for

grouse eggs (Tab1e B). Fisher had significantly less subnivean

activity when a crust was formed on the snow in spring. A

crust with a vertical hardness of 5,000 gm/cmz is strong enough
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to support a person and is likely a physical barrier to fisher.

It may also prevent fisher from detecting prey by smell.



Fisher never climbed a tree or investigated a tree

base in 111 km of trail. Other authors have also found that

fisher rarely ctimb trees (de vos , L952¡ Coulter, 1966¡

Leonard, 1980), although Powell (1980) gave several examples

of fisher climbing trees in Míchigan.

contrary to this study, other authors have not found

evidence of extended hare chases (Cou]ter, l-966i PowelI'

Ig77; Leonard, 1980) . Pittaway (L918), however, recorded two

observations of fisher chasing hares, with one chase being

over half a kilometre-

Fisher often travelled on the tracks of other species

(Tab]e 10). This behaviour may be foraging or energy-saving

behaviour. My o\^in data ancì Leonard (1980) agree that fisher

are hindered in their movements by the soft, fluffy snow of

midwinter. Tracks of moose, woodland caribou and otter are

large enough that they support fisher. Fisher, however,

rarely travelled on these for any clistance. They followed them

for short distances as long as the trails went in the direction

the fisher had been going previously. occasionalty fisher

would turn about upon approaching a man-made trail, or v¡ould

cross it rapidly with long bounds. De Vos (l-952) noted this

as well.

Fisher trailed marten six times for a total 0f 956

paces. This was not necessarily hunting behaviour although

once a fisher that had been travelling in one direction for

over 3 km turned 27Oo to follow a marten track for 500m'
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Some authors believe that fisher avoid

a tree canopy (Coulter , L966 ¡ Kelly , 7977) . I
evidence of this in my study.

Marten Foraging Behaviour

Marten trail patternswel:e similar to fisher, except

that they vüere more often subnivean or arborear than fisher.

Koehler and Hornocker (rg77) , campbetl (rg7g) , and steventon

(1979) also found that marten used windfalls and brushpiles

extensively. Marten investigated such places and went under

the snow an average of 3.2 times per kilometre in this study.

Pulliainen (]980a) found the frequency of subnivean activity

for the European pine marten to be 1.3 times per kilometer in

Finland, and shaposhnikov (1956) found the frequency for the

sable to be 3-4 times per kilometre.

Marten exhibited significantly more subnivean behaviour

ín thick alder bog and beaver meadow habitats (Tabre B) than

expected. These habítats also have high small mammal_

densities (Table 3). Access to subnivean spaces are important.

Afders in thick bogs are often bent over by the weight of

the qati on them, and their branches, together with sedges

and labrador tea (Ledum groenlandicum), support snow such that

subnivean spaces are created. Beaver meadows are formed by

flooding and thus many trees die and eventuarly falr over.

areas without

found no
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Marten, like fisher, showed significantly fess

subnivean activity when a crust was formed on the snow in

spring. Pulliainen (t9B0a) found that subnivean activity

of U. martes decreased as the winter progressed. He felt

that marten depend upon the flow of air from the warm soil

to the cold air to detect subnivean food items. He also

found that female marten went under the snovr more often than

males.

Marten followed the tracks of other species several

timoc lTâl-ì'lê f l). Marten were also hindered by soft snow inLL t .

midwinter (Section II), although not to the extent that

fisher were. Thus most of their trailing behaviour was

probabty to save energy. Marten did trail ermine on three

occasions however. As ermine tracks are quite small and offer

no support for marten, perhaps the marten were actively hunting

ermine on these occasions.

Marten spent most of their time on Lhe ground during

my study. Marshall (Lg42) found a similar result when marten

climbed trees eight times in 61.6 km of trail. Pulliainen

(1980a) found that M. martes travelled only 0.022 of 5,398 km

in trees, and Nyholm (1970) found that they travelled 0.11% of

1,880 km in trees.
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Marten ate more squirrels than did fisher, but I

found no evidence that they caught them in trees. Newby (1951)

and Quick (1955) believe that squirrels are more susceptible



to predation in their subnivean middens. Murie (1961)

found that marten often used middens for dens, but that

squirrels were rarely eaten.

Miller et aI., (1955) described a 2-1 km hare chase

by a marten in British Columbia, while Pullíainen (1980a)

noted one occasion where a European pine marten chased a

Lepus

Many authors state that marten avoid open spaces rn

winter (Newby, 1951; Lensink et aI., 1955; Haw1ey and Newby'

L957; Grakov, I972¡ Herman and Fuller, L974; Pulliainen,

1980a). Koehler and Hornocker (L977 ) found that marten

crossed openings of up to 100 m in width but did not hunt

in them. They rarely used openings greater than I00 m wide.

Campbell (L979) found that marten crossed open areas but did

not hunt in them. Soutiere ,l-979) stated that marten travelled

between softwood islands in clearcuts and crossed openings up

to 200 m in width. They travel-led more directly in the open

than in the forest, but they did investigate slashpiles that

were above the surface of the snow. He also stated that

males travelled in clearcuts more than females did. Steventon

(I979) also found that males used openings more than femal-es.

T{ooley (l-974) found that marten hunted in larch fens

up to 1.6 km in width where there were lots of ptarmigan

and mice. They crossed an airstriprhowever, where there were

few prey, in a relatively straight line.

timidus unsuccessfully for 3. B km.
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Marshall (195la) and Krasnovskii (1970) believe that

small clearings are beneficial for marten as they increase

the amount of ecotone available.

lvlany authors have found that marten will use open

areas in sunmer when they have access to mice and when fruit

such as raspberries are available (Marshall, 1951a; Streeter

and Braun, 196B; Koehler and Hornocker, 1977i Soutiere, 1979;

Major, L979) .

fn this study f found that marten seldom travelled on

lakes, although they did not avoid them if they encountered

them. Marten hunted in beaver meadov¡s and moderately open

black spruce-tamarack bogs if there was access'to subnivean

spaces.

Dietarv Competition Between Fisher and Marten

Two sympatric species may compete with each other if

they share the same food supply. However, diet overlap

measured by the percentage of prey items conìmon to two diets is

not necessarily proportional to the amount of exploitative

competition (Moors, I9B0) . It is only an estimate of the

maximum competition possibl-e. The actual level is probably

less due to partitioning by habitat, activity patterns and

search paths. fn this study marten displayed more subnivean

and arboreal activitv than d.id fisher.

Rosenzweig (1966) stated that two predators of different

sizes, but with similar morphology and hunting techniques,

can coexist if each predator specializes on different sizes
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of prey. This appears to hold true for this study. Marten

ate more small prey (microtines and squirrels) than did fisher'

while fisher ate more medium sized prey (marmots and muskrats).

The relatively high hare population resulted in both species

preying heavily on hares.

Rosenzweig also postulated. that two competitors can

coexist if the sma1ler, more efficient predator is occa.sionally

preyed upon by the larger, less efficient predator. Fisher

ate marten on two occasions in this study.
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Winter Habitat Use ancl Responses to Snow Cover

of Fisher (Martes pennanti) and Marten

4I

(Martes

SECT]ON II

americana) in Southeastern Manitoba



A trailing studY of

marten (Martes americana)

conducted over two winters, showed that both species

preferred coniferous ridges.

Fisher were found to be restricted by the soft, thick

snow cover that was present during midwinter. Fewer tracks

were observed at this time, and fisher travelled upon snowshoe

hare trails and their own trails to a greater extent than in

either the early winter period of thin snow cover or the late

winter period of crust conditions. Fisher \,vere also found

to walk throuqh the snow cover and leave a body drag in

midwinter.

Marten did not appear to be hindered by soft snow

cover to the degree that fisher were. Marten tracks were

encountered with equal frequency throughout the winter and

they never left a body drag in the sno\,v cover. They did travel

upon hare trails and their own trails to a greater extent in

midwinter, but never as much as did fisher.

ABSTRACT

fisher (Martes pennanti) and

in the boreal forest of Manitoba,
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Most studies have found that fisher (Martes pennanti)

occur more frequently in mature coniferous forests or

softwood-dominated mixed forests than in other habitats

(de Vos, 1952¡ Coulter, 1966; Ke1ly, 1977; Leonard, :.9B0).

Marten (Martes

ÏNTRODUCTION

type of habitat (Marshall, 1942, 1951a; Newby, L95L¡

de Vos et aI. , L959¡ Francis and Stephenson, 1972; Woöley,

I9l4; Koehler and Hornocker, L977; More, L97B¡ Campbell' L979¡

Major, 1979; Soutiere, L979; Steventon, L979). The European

marten (Martes martes) is also most frequently found in mature

forests (Danilov and Ïvanter, 1967i Grakov, I972; Pulliainen,

1980b), as is the sable (Martes zibellina) (Shaposhnikov, 1956).

amerÍcana) have been found to use the same

Coniferous forests generally have less snow on the ground

(api) than do more open habitats as sno\^z accumulates on the

trees (qali) (Pruitt, 197B). The physical effect that snow

has on mustelids has been largely ignored in the North American

l-iterature. Formosov (1946) statecì Lhat the mustelids in

general are well adapted to snow. They have relatively large

feet and therefore relatively low weight loads, and their

bounding gait is suited for travel in soft snow cover. Animals

that jump simultaneously with all four feet are best suited
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for snow (e.g., hares, squirrels, Clethrionomys).

gait of mustelids is the seconC best strategy. Their fore

The boundinq
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feet are placed in the snow together and provide simultaneous

support, after which their hind feet are placed in the sno\,v

to take over the weight of their bodies (Dagg, 1973) . The

jog-trot of canids and ungulates is a less efficient means

of progressing through snow as the body is entirely supported

by one limb at a time.

Fisher are restricted in their movements by the soft,

thick snovz cover of midv¡inter (Leonard, L9B0), but no

evídence has been found in the literature that marten are

similarly hindered. Marten, however, depend upon access

to subnivean spaces to hunt (Koehler and Hornocker, L977;

Campbell, L979; Steventon, L979). i )

The yellow-necked marten (Martes flavigula) of the

far-eastern U.S.S.R. is the only other member of the gfenus

Martes besides the fisher that is restricted in its movements

by soft snovi cover (Bromley, 1956; Nasimovich, 1973i Mat jushkin,

Lgt 4) .

A radiotelemetry and tracking study of fisher and

marten was conducted at Taiga Biological Station (51o 05' N.,

95o 20'W.) from August, J'}TB to August, 1980. Leonard's

(1980) study of fisher provided background for my study. No

marten \^/ere known to be present in the study area until L978,

when an influx of marten permítted their habits to be compared

with fisher. The increase in the marten population appeared

to be part of the widespread expansion of marten range in

Ontario and northern Minnesota (I4ech and Rogers, J-977).



This studY will rePort on

and marten and their reactions to

the habitat use of fisher

soft snow cover.
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Study Area

The 324 km2 study area is part of the 1ow boreal land

region (l¡ioo et aI. , Ig77). The domínant features are bedrock

knolls and^ ridges of up to 30m in height with boþs and fens

in between. The mean January temperature varies from -22.8

to -19. Boc and the mean July temperature varies from +18 to

+19.5oC. Annual precipitation varies from 410 to 535 nìIIl¡ with

250 to 355 mm of this falling as rain between t May and

30 September (loc. cit.).

The study area is composed of 10 habitats. The most

coÍrmon hahitat is jackpine (Pinus banksiana) ridge' The

entire study area has been burnt at some time or other'

although some parts not for 150+ years. Moderatêly open

black splîu.ce (Picea mariana) -tamarack ('La'rix laricina) bogs

are the second most common habitat. open bogs of the same

species, thick alder (alnus) bogs, black spruce bogs and

beaver meadows are the other moist habitats. The remaining

habitats are aspen (Populus t.remuloides)-jackpine ridges'

balsam fir (Abies balsamifera) -white spruce (Picea glauca)

ridges, jackpine sandplains and rivers and lakes'
.)

The intensive tracking area of 36 km" is shown in

Fiqure 1.
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F l ñì1rô | Tabitat map of intensive trailing area.
A

K= Taiga Biotogical Station; 1 = jackpine,
balsam fir, white spruce, black spruce;
2 = moderately open and open black spruce-
tamarack bogs; 3 = black spruce bogs;
4 - thick alder bog; 5 - aspen jackpine
ridge; 6 = beaver meadow.
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The relative densities of fisher,

hares (Lepus a.mericanus), red squirrels

hudsonicus) and spruce (Bonasa umbellus) and ruffed

(Canachites canadensis) gfrouse were determined by track

counts made while skiing on a system of flagged trails that

had been measured previously. I attempted to ski most of

the trails on a regular basis. Observations of more than

one fisher or marten track per km were recorded as one track

per km of trail in each species because one animal- often

crossed a trail manv times within a short distance. Tracks

that crossed rivers less than 15m wide were recorcled as

being in the surrounding habitat. I kept a record of the

distance I skied in each habitat in each dty, and of the

number of days that had elapsed since the previous snowfall

or since T had previously skied the trail. Thus the distances

covered could be weighted to include time. For exarnple, if

it had not snowed for three da1zs, and I skied 4 km of jackpine

ridge, a distance of 12 "c1ay-km" could be recorded. The

habitat use of fisher, marten and each of their prey species

was determined.by comparing the number of tracks of each

species observed per habitat with the expected number calculated

from the number of day-km skiecl in each habitat. Chi-sguare

tests of qoodness of fit were used.

METHODS

marten, snowshoe

( Tamiasciurus
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Both fisher and marten were trailed whenever their

tracks were encountered. The disLance moved by an animal

was determined by counting its "paces", one pace being the

distance covered through one complete cycle of motion.

The pace length varies with the animal's size, its speed'

snow conditions and topography. However, it can be

regarded as a unit of effort. Each time I trailed an animal

f measured the length of 10 of its paces and recorded the

depth it had sunk in the snow cover.

single classification ANovAS were used to analyze

differences between means.

Biweekly api-profile snow stations (Pruitt, 1959 and

IgTg) were established in five habitats. At each observation

profile, vertical hardness of the api surface and the

horizontal hardness, thickness and density of each api

layer were determined. The vertical- and horizontal hardness

of the top 10 cm of snow vüas often measured beside the trails

of animals I was following. A snow index was derived for

the top t0 cm of snow which was sirnply the sum of the products

of the thickness and hardness of each snow Iayer.
)

Snow Index = I,000 - X thickness (cm) x hardness lgm/cm¿)

As both fisher and marten were usually supported by

a hardness of 100 g^¡" 2, this value was taken as the

maximum hardness of any layer, and therefore 1r000 was the

maximum value of the sum of the products.
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Prev Habitat Use

A total of 1,537km. (2,869 day-km) of trail was skied

in the winter of L97B/79 and 1,565 km (2,922 day-km) was

skied in the winter of L919/80.

More grouse kieppis and tracks than expected were

observed on jackpine ancl balsam fir ridges and jackpine

sandplains, while less sisn was found on rivers, lakes and

bogs in the winter of \978/79 (P < 0.001) and in the winter

of 1979/80 (P < 0.001, Table 1).

RESULTS

manner to those of grouse (Table 1).

Snowshoe hare tracks \^/ere found to be more common

in thick al-der bogs, balsam fir ridges and aspen ridges

than in jackpine ridges and black spruce bogs (Section I).

Red squirrel tracks were dístributed in a similar
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common small mammals in the study area, and thick alder bogs,

beaver meadows and aspen and jackpine ridges had the highest

densities of these anirnals (Section I).

Fisher Track Counts

Clethrionomys gapperi and Sorex

Each winter was dividecl. into three periods according

to snow cover conditions. The first period was from the time

of the first snowfall (13 November in I97B; l- November in L979)

to when the snot,rr thickness besan to restrict the movements of

cinereus were the most



Table 1. Observed and expected occurrence of grouse and squírrel sign per habitat in each winter

GROUSE

Aspen Ridge
Thick Alder Bog
Bl-ack Spruce Bog
Beaver Meadow

,fackpine Ridge
and Sandplain
Balsam Fir
Ridqe

Open and
Moderately
Open Bog

Rivers
and

Lakes
Total 2x (3)

1978/7e

r979/80

SQUIRREL

L97 B/7 9

.Tanuary-
Apri 1

L979 / B0
November-
I"larch

observed

expected*

observed

expected*

observed

expected*

observed

expected*

65

104.1

r19

115.7

64

I2L.7

Jb5

234 .6

356

132.0

32I

r08.8

451

156.9

632

220.6

20

BI.7

58

L9 ¿ . L

2L

104.3

4I

288.1

1aLI

r40 .2

15

146.3

155.1

¿

296.7

< 0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

458 549.7

458.0

513 581.4

513.0

5 38 796 .7

538.0

1040 L344.2

1040 .0

*Based on the number of day-kn skied in each habitat.
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fisher and marten. This thickness I arbitrarity chose as

20 cñ, and it happened to be reached on 26 November of both

winters, The second period consisted of the midwinter

months of soft, thick sno\^/ cover when the vertical hardness

\^/as less than 100 g /" 2 in all habitats except on rivers

and lakes, and was often less than t0 g^¡"*2. The third

period began when a vertical hardness of greater than
)

100 gm/cmt was reached in all habitats. The change to

crust conditions was quite abrupt in both winters and

occurred in all habitats at about the same time (2I March

in 1919i 23 March in 1980).

sixty-five fisher tracks v\7ere observed in the first

winter. The sex of the animals could be determined only

for exceptional'ly large male f isher or rad'iocollared animals '

Track size varied with snow cover thickness, its vertical

hardness, the age of the track, the animal's speed and the

positioning of the animal's feet.

More tracks than expected were observed on rivers

and lakes in the first winter period of L97B/79 (P < 0 - 025,

Table 2), while more tracks than expected were found on

coniferous ridges in midwinter (P < 0.01). During the crust

period fisher frequented habitats in proportion to their

availability. In the first winter period of L979/80 fisher

showed no habitat Preference, while in midwinter more tracks
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Table 2 Observed and expected occurrence of fisher tracks per habitat in each winter period of each winter '

L97 8/79
Aspen Ridge Jackpine
Thick Alcler Bog anct
Black Spruce Bog Balsam Fir
Beaver Meadow Ridges

open and
ModeratelY
Open bogs

Rivers
and Total

Lakes

¿. 
( 3)

Thin snow cover

Itl idwinter

C rust

Total

L979 /80

Thin snow

M ídwinter

Crust

T ctal

cover

observed

éxpected*

observed

expected*

observed

expected*

observed

exPected*

2.8

7

6.8

l

4.9

'l)

14.8

5

4.0

15

t.ó

10

8.1

30

L8.7

L.7

4.5

7

b.9

I1

11.6

6

2.5

3

10 .0

J

L2

t9.9

1I

It.0
29

29.0

25

25.O

65

65.0

9 .76

11.67

1.68

10.46

< 0.025

<0.0I

NS

< 0.02 5

observed

expected*

observed

expected*

observed

expected

observed

expected

f,.c

I1

11. 4

nq

15

a /.o

7

i.¿

19

10 .4

I

16 .5

3.6

II
14.5

6

¿.ó

19

zL.o

7

5.7

10

,Lq . o

1q

r'1

22 .3

20

20.0

51

51.0

7

7.0

7B

78.0

2 .00

9.33

6.61

8.54

NS

<0.05

NS

< 0.05

*Based on the nunber of day-km skied in each habitat'



Table 2, continued.

1978/79

Winter period

Thin snow cover

Midwinter

Crust

Total

ì q?q /prl

Thi-n snow cover

Midwinter

Crust

Total

Observed and expected occurrence of fisher

tracks per winter period in each winter.

observed

11

29

¿5

55

expected*

4.7

44.7 L9.61 <0.005

l-s .6

65.0

54

Observed and expected occurrence of fisher tracks per winter.

Winter

20

51

78

¿
X tzl

r97 8/79

r979 /80

Ilotal

10 .0

64.2 15.43 <0.005

?a

78.0

*Based on the number of day-km skied in each winter period or winter.

observed

ló

!9 J

expected*

70.8

12.2

143.0

2X (r)

0.80

P

NS



than expected were observed on coniferous ridges (P < 0-05'

Table 2). The crust period of the second winter was short

and few tracks were recorded. Six out of seven tracks were

found on open and moderately open bogs.

Fewer tracks than expected were found in the mid.winter

of L97B/79, while more tracks \^¡ere found in early and late

winter (P < 0.005, Table 2) . Similar resufts were obtained

in the rvinter of L979/80.

The between winter totals did not differ significantly

frorp. the expected (Table 2) .

Marten Track Counts

Thirty-one marten tracks v/ere observed in the winter

of L97B/79 (Table 3). More marten tracks than expected

v¡ere found on coniferous ridges than in other habitats in

the midwinter (P < 0.005) and crust periods (P < 0.05).

The increase in the marten population by the 1979/80 winter

was shown by the 25I tracks recorded that year. More tracks

than expected were found on coniferous ridges in the thin

sno\,ü (P < 0.005) and midwinter periods (P < 0.001). Marten

also appeared to prefer coniferous habitats in the crust

period, but the results were not significant (P < 0.1) . only

three of 25l- tracks were found on rivers and lakes grreater

than I5m in width.

55

Marten Lracks were observed in proportion to the number

of day-km skied in each winter period of each winter (tab1e 3).



Table 3. Observed and expected occurrence of marten tracks per habitat in each winter period of each winter.

Jackp]-ne
Aspen Ridge and OPen and Rivers 2
Thick A1dãr Bog Ba1sam Fir Moderately and Total X (3) P

LgTg/,g Black Spruce Bog Ridges Open Bogs Lakes
Beaver Meadow Sandplain

Thin snow cover observed

expected* 0.2

Midwinter observed

t
0.4

19

5.1

I
J.O

28

8.9

2

)o

2

5.5

0.2

6.5

¿.c

9.5

3.9

Crus¿

Total

C rust

T otal

I
r.0

19 5L.77 <0 .005

19.0

rl 8. 80 <0 .05

11.0

31 57 .62 <0 .005

3r.0

L979 /80

Thin snow cover observed 9

expected* 7.I

lll ídwinter observed 46

expected* 4.5

observed 1

expected* 2.2

observed 1

expected* 1.I

expected* 47 . O

observed 3

expected* 2.0

observed 58

expected* 56.6

152 26 19.38 <0.005

¿o.tJ

3 210 174.30 <0.00r

6.8

114

6

3.1

r35

43.0 59.8 60.2 210.0

6

6.0

55

t5 7.L9 NS

15.0

3 25L 194.30 <0.005

53.3 69.5 7L.6 2s1.0

*Based on the number of dav-km skied in each habitat.
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Table 3, continued. Observed and expected occurrence of marten

tracks per period in each winter.

Idinter period

Thin snow

Midwinter

Crust

Total

Thin snow

Midwinter

Crust

I Ot'a_L

"""*] 
rsiB/7s

observecl

""""'l

1

19

l_1

31

26

2 l-0

15

251

57

expected X2 (z)

*Based on the number of dav-k¡n skied in each winter period.

2.2

2r-3

31. 0

32.r

206.6

12.3

251.0

L979 /80

2.6I NS

L- tY l\ò



Fisher and Marten Habitat Use Determ-ined from Trailing Data

A total of I54,2L1 fisher paces and L42,02 3 rnar:ten paces

was followed in the two winters. As the mean fisher pace

Iength was 1I.9 cm (n = 5I0) and. the mean marten pace length

was 57.L cm, (n = 570) , each species \,vas trailed for

approximately 111 and Bl km, respectively.

The percentage of paces that each species spent in

each of the t0 habitats (table 4) indicated that fisher

and marten had remarkably similar habitat preferences.

Fisher, ho\,rever, util ized rivers and lakes (5.7 vs . 0.22)

and black spruce bogs (f2.0 vs 7.42) more than did marten,

ancl used thick alder boqs Iess (8.0 vs 13.22) .

Fisher Energy Saving Strategies

Fisher behaved in several ways that I interpreted to

be means of saving energy. They travelled upon snov¡shoe

hare trails, followed their own trail-s and walked in soft,

thick snow cover, leaving a long furrow or vyvoloka (Forr.nosov,

L946) . They employed a higher percentaoe of each of these

activities in the midwinter per:iod of each winter (Table 5).

All fisher tracl<s that \./ere superimposed on other

fisher tracks \,üere recorded as energy saving behaviour except

for three cases where large, presumably male fisher followed

.ma I I or - nreqlrmalr'l v fema I e 'tr-i ^r.^- ç^- ^i stanr-eq of llÐ tOÞlL:A!f,ç! , YLE Ð u-..** *l - !!Þ11ÇI t !UI u!Ð uqrreur v! uj

2,600m in March ancl ApriL 1979 (rab1e 6) . fn all three

5B
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Table 5. Percentage of fisher and marten paces on snowshoe hare trails,
thick, soft snow cover.

theír own trails and walking due to

Fi sher Snowshoe hare Fisher
trail marten

or
trai I

Walk with
body drag

Regular
gaits

Total number of
paces trailed

L97 8/7e

L979 /80

Marten

r978/7e

L979 /80

14 .4

35 .0

6.3

a1

¿o.5

6.4

0.3

r.4

10 .2

4.9

0.8

J.¿

15 .5

0.8

¿q .4

80.7

51. r

92.9

86.3

33.8

9L.9

99.7

97.0

80.8

I7,070

L4,522

10,020

22 ,463

39,542

Thin snow cover

Midwinter

C rust

T.hin snow cover

M ídwinter

M idwinter

C rust

Thin snow cover

Midwinter

7.4

11

1.6

9.0

25 t7 44

10 ,56 9

32 ,904

7 2 ,806

Ot



Table 6. Examples of físher and marten travelling upon their own trails or the trails of their own species.

Date
"Number
of paces

(cn)

Ivlean of
10 paces

(cm)

Es timated
number of

mecers

Track
depth
(cm)

Habi tat

Fisher 9/1v/79
{.r:rrarì ìì i nn
ergYe¿È¡¡¡Y

upon its
own trail 23/f.IT./80

2326

2695

+
3 318

+
839

681'

389

2247

I530

100.6

6r.4

79.3

/ð.J

IJ.L

56 .1

s3 .4

42 .3

2340.0

l-oJ4. /

263I.2

6s6.9

497.8

¿Ló. Z

I199.9

647.2

773.8

5.0

s.0-10.0

Aspen and jackpine ridge

Aspen and jackpine ridge

Jackpine ridge and black
spruce bog

I'toderately open bog and
jackpine ridge

Jackpine ridge

Jackpine ridge

Jackpine riclge

Jackpíne rÍdge

l4oderately open bog ancì
jackpine ridge

Fisher
following
another
fisher

Marten
travelling
upon its
own trail

Marten
following
another
marten

28/fif /79

3I/f.ff /79

3/fv/79

4/r.Îf /80

I/fir./80
L8/r1r/80

0.5-4. 0

4.0

5.0

4.0

4.0

29 /rrf/79 öL¿ 95.3 ¿.)

P



instances the large tracks followed the smaller tracks

and the animals appeared to be travelling together. These

three occasions are not included in the data in Table 5.

Other cases were frequently observed in midwinter

where a fisher would follow its own previously made tracks

for up to 1,600 m andwould often register perfectly in

them (examples in Table 6). These instances were believed

to be energiy saving behaviour.

When fisher sank in the snow 9-11 cm while bounding

they changed to a walking gait and left a long body drag

in the snow up to 25 cm in wid-th. They exhibited this

behaviour almost exclusively in the midwinter period.s

(Table 5) .

Marten Energy Saving Strateqies

Marten also travelled upon hare trails and their own

trails, but they never walked with a body clrag (Table 5).

They used hare trails and their own trails to a

greater extent in the midwinter periods, but not to the

degree that fisher did. One case of intraspecific contact

\^Ias not included in the data of Table 5. On 29 March i-979 ,

two Iarge, presumably male marten followed and chased each

other for 812 paces (174 m) (Table 6). At four points

scuffles took olace and tufts of marten fur were left.

oz
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As with fisher, marten sometim.es followed their

own trails for long distances and often registered perfectly

in the old. tracks (examples in Table 6)' One marten had

a trail of approximately 1,400 paces (592 m) that it

followed at least six times in a two month period in the

second winter.

Fisher Gaits

Fisher had three gaits that they used according to

snow cover conditions and terrain. They bounded in the

typical mustelid fashion by moving their front legs and

back legs together in pairs. This left a distinctive

trail in the sno\^7 (Figure 2a) . The mean depth that fisher

sank in the snow while bounding lvas 8.1 cm (Figure 3)

and the mean length of the bounds was 7I.9 cm (Figure 4).

when the depth to which fisher sank while bounding

decreasecl to a mean of 5. B cm thev changed their gait to

a "grallop". In this gait fisher stretched their bodies

out more than in bounding and each foot usually made a

separate impression in the sno\^7 (Figure 2b) . The mean depth

to which fisher sank while galloping was 3.1 cm and the mean

length of the gallop pace was 86-5 cm.

when fisher slowed down to investigate blowdowns or

anything of ,'interest" they began to walk, leaving a trail

of doubte impressions in the snow (Figure 3"). (Mean track

clepth: 6.1 cm; mean pace length: 51.3 cm). InThen fisher
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¡'l-qure ¿

A - Tracks of a fisher changing from a walking gait in
the soft, thick snow cover of a balsam fir ridge
in the background to a bounding gait in the rnore

shallow snow cover of a lake in the foreground. Track

depth of bounds = 4 cm, track area = 30 x 13 cm

(IL/xrr/7e) .

B - Galloping gait of mal_e F4 on a lake, next to a 15 cm

ruler. The three impressions were made by aI1 four
feet during one cycle of motion. Track depth = 0.5 cm

(16 /r/Bo) .

c - walking gait of the same fisher as in '!tA" on a jackpine

ridge. Each impression was made by two feet. The fisher

was on the verge of making a body drag in the sno\,v cover.

Track depth = 11 crnr vertical hardness = lO g ¡" 2,

track area = 14 x 9 cm (Il/xfi/7g) .

D - Tracks of a fisher changing from a galloping gait
(foreground) to a bounding gait (background) while going

up a hill. Track depth = 6 cm, pace length = 56-62 cm,

habitat = jackpine ridge (3/rV/79).
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Figure 3. Mean,,track depths of fisher.and rnarten for
each gait and change of gait. Means are
indicated by circles and the confidence
limits (954) by vertical lines. A = galIop;
B = ' chançre from ga]lop. to boundi C = bound;
D - change from bound to walk with body
drag; E = walk with body drag; E = "normal"
walk.
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Figure 4. Iv1ean pace lengths of fisher and marten for
each gait and for both on and off hare
trails. Means are indicated by circles,
ranges by thin vertical lines and confidence
limits (95%) by thick vertical bars.
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encountered very soft, thick snolr cover and sank to a

mean of 8.7 cm they changed their gait to a walk and I left

a long furrow in the snow. Fisher sank a mean of 10.0 cm

on these occasions and the mean pace length was 56.0 cm.

A one-way ANOVA performed on the depths to which

fisher sank in the snow cover for each gait except "normal"

walking g'ave significant results (f (2,318) = 5L.57 , P < 0.001) .

Fisher galloped more in the thin sno\^/ cover and crust

periods than in the midwinter periods (rable 7), and they

spent the most time galloping during the crust conditions of

the first winter (80.9%). Undoubtably they also galloped

during the crust period of the second winter, but no trails

could be folloived because no fresh snow felI on top of the

crust.

Fisher paces were longer on hare trails than off them

(F (1,98) = 69.4I, P < 0.001; Figure 4).

Marten Gaits

61

Marten had the same gaits as fisher except that they

sank into the snow cover less ancl had shorter pace lengths

for all gaits except galloping (Figures 3 & 4). As previously

noted marten never walked with a body drag. The mean depth

to which marten sank while gallooing was less than when they

bounded (F (1,69) = 50.08, P < 0.001).



Table 7. Gaits of fisher and marten. percentage of gal1ops,
bounds and walking paces employed in each winter
period of each winter.

Fi sher

I978/79 Thin snow cover

Midwinter

Crust

f^li nter
period

L979/80 Thin snow

Irti dwinter

Gallop

Marten

re18/79

I q?a./on

6B

qi

80.9

cover

Bound

Midwinter

Crust

Thin snow cover

Midwinter

93.1

91.4

18.0

86.6

74.3

I.¡alk

1.5

8.6

I.1

5. t

24.6

¡*o . f

0.2

99.2

52 .4

99.2

99.1

na

1.1

0.6

0.9



crust

46.52

Marten almost always bounded, except during the

period of the first winter when they gatloped for

of their paces (fable 7) .

I{arten paces \^/ere longer on hare trails than off
(¡' (1,19B) = 55.92, P < 0.001, Figure 4) .them

Fisher Track Depth in Relation to Habitat and vüinter period.

Fisher made deeper tracks in the midwinter period than

in the thin snow cover and crust periods of I979/BO

(Figure 5). Although the depth fisher sank was not that
much lower on coniferous ridges in the first compared to
the second winter period (7 .0 vs 9.5 cm) , these m.easurements

are not a true indication of the energetic cost of travelling
in each period. During the thin snow cover period fisher
usually sank to ground level and therefore had a firm
substrate from which to push off. This is less energetically
taxing than to push off from a substrate of soft snowr âs

fisher did in midwinter.

Fisher sank less in the snow cover on rivers and lakes

than on coniferous habitats in the early winter period
(F (I,23) = 18.19; P < 0.001), while they sank less on rivers,
Iakes, moderately open boqs and open bogs than on other

habitats during midwinter (F (3,L72) = 11.9; P< 0.00I).
During the crust period they also sank less on bogs than on

ridges (1.9 vs 5.0 cm), though this difference is noL

significant due to small sarn-ple sizes.

69
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Figure - Mean track depths of fisher and marten per
habitat for each winter period of I919/80
Means are indicated by circles and
confidence limits (95%) by vertical 1ines.
J - jackpine ridge; BF = balsam fir ridge;
SP = jackpine sandplain; R - riverì L =

Lake; A = aspen ridget BS = black spruce bog;
TB = thick alder bog; Ì4OB = moderately open
black spruce-tamarack bog; OB = open bog.
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The mean track depth of fisher on all habitats except

rivers and lakes are graphed biweekly in Figure 6 and are

compared to the mean of the snovr indices of the same habitats.

Fisher were most like1y affected by more than the top

10 cm of sno\4r cover as they sometimes sank up to 20 cm.

!{hen I compared sno\¡r indices of the top 15 and 20 crlt, however,

no large differences were found. As I had made more

observations of the hardness of the top 10 cm of sno\^i cover,

the snow index of this thickness probably gives the most

accurate descriptíon.

A snowfall of 28 cm fell

the first two days of November 1979. This resulted in a

mean snow index of 874 and caused fisher to sink to depths of

8.4 cm. This must have hindered the movements of fisher

to some extent. Much of this sno\^/ melted during November,

however, and the mean sno\^7 index fell to 299. As the weather

became colder and. more snolr accumulated, the mean snow index

rose to over 900, and fisher tracks were from B to t3 cm

deep. These conditions persisted until a thaw occurred

between 20 and 30 December. The mean snow index then increased

to 800 and fisher tracks decreased to 6.4 cm in depth. The

temperature then remained below freezing until a series of

7I

IN the study area during

thaws and freezings occurred from the sixteenth of March

onwards. A crust that would support fisher was developed
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Figure 6. Biweekly mean track depths of fisher and marten
on all habitats, excluding rivers and lakes,
for the winter of 1979/80 compared with the
biweekly mean sno\^i indices. Means are
indicated by circles and triangles, and
confidence limits (95%) by vertical lines.
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by 23 March when the snovr index fell to zero. A one-way

ANOVA on the biweekly means of the depths to which fisher
sank i-n the midwinter period gave significant results
(F (7,I27) = 0.I2¡ P < 0.005).

l{arten Track Depth in Relation to Habitat and winter period.

I4arten also sank less in the thin snow cover and

crust periods than in the midwinter period of I97g/BO

(Figure 5). Unlike fisher, however, they sank to about

the same depth in all ha.bitats during midwinter (I-way ANovA:

F (3,263) = f.1, P > 0.5).

Marten sank less than fisher in all- habitats except

rivers and lakes in the midwinter period.

The biweekly analysis of marten track depth (Figure 6)

shows that marten responded to changes in the snow cover

thickness and hardness in the same manner as did fisher.

A one-way ANOVA on the biweekly means within the midwinter

period gave significant results (f' (6,240) = 5.46, p < 0.001).

13



Fisher Habitat Use

Fisher appeared to prefer rivers, lakes and coniferous

ridges duri-ng the periods of thin snow cover in early winter.
During the midwinter periods of soft, thick snow cover they

freguented coniferous ridges and generally avoided rivers
and lakes, rvhile in the crust periods fisher appeared to
have no habitat preference. As the midwinter periods \,üere

by far the longest of the winter periods, coniferous ridges
\^/ere the most ímportant winter habitat for fisher.

Other authors have also found that fisher prefer

mature coniferous forest (de \zosr 1952; Coulter, 1966¡

Kel1y, 1977; Leonard, 19B0). Coniferous ridges were the

preferred habitat of some of the main prey species of

fisher. Grouse and squirrels (tabIe 1) and Clethrionomys

gapperi (Section I) all had high densities on coniferous

ridges. snowshoe hares were abundant on balsam fir ridqes

and both clethrionomys and hares were common on aspen rrun"=
and in alder bogs. Fisher used these last two habitats

roughly in proportion to their abundance (fab1e 2 & 4).
Hares may be more vulnerable to predation when they are

resting in coverts. coverts, composed of thick stands of
young conifers and windfalls, are common on coniferous ridges
and are often investigated by fisher. Access to rodents in

DÏSCUSSfON
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subnivean spaces is also important for fisher. Thirty-nine
of 14 occurrences of subnivean activity by fisher were

on coniferous ridges (Section I).
Leonard (1980) also found that físher frequented

lakes in early winter. He attributed this to muskrat

hunting activity and to the ease of travel on the newly

formed ice. fn addition, hares are common on the 1ow,

balsam fir ridges that often border lakes. Three of the five
hare chases by fisher that I recorded occurred on lakes

in early winter (Section I).
Fisher sank in the snolv cover less on moderately open

and open bogs than on coniferous ridges during midwinter
(7.3 vs 9.5 cm), although they did not travel on bogs any

more than expected at this time (Table 2). Prey species

were scarce in these bogs and thus fisher appeared to prefer
coniferous ridges with higher prey densities despite the

more diffícult travetting conditions. Leonard (1980) also

found that fisher avoided open bogs in midwinter, but when

a crust formed on open bogs and not on other habitats, in
the spring of 1977, he found that fisher utilized such bogs

extensively. rn the first spring of my study the crust formed

in all habitats simultaneously, and fisher appeared to have

no habitat preference (tabIe 2).
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Marten Habitat Use

The marten track encounter data indicated that marten

frequented coniferous ridges and avoided- rivers and lakes in
all winter periods (Table 3). Other authors have found

that marten prefer coniferous habitats (Marshalr-, L942¡

Francis and Stephenson, Lg72; CampbeIl, L979; Soutiere,
1979). As with fisher, the main prey items of marten are

conìmon in coniferous habitats (e.9. , this study; Koehler

and Hornocker , 1977; More , I97B) . I found that access to
microtines in subnivean spaces was more important for marten

than for fisher, and that IL7 of 257 occurrences of subnivean

activity by marten were on coniferous ridges (Section I).
Marten usecl. subnivean spaces to a g,reater degree than

expected in thick alder bogs, whereas fisher did not. The

trailing data (Table 4) indicated that marten spent more

time in thick bogs than did fisher, and thick alder bogs

were also found to have high small mammal populations
(Section I).

Access to subnivean spaces in coniferous habitats has

been found to be important for marten in rdaho (Koehler and

Hornocker, 1977),Maine (Steventon, Ig79) and Wyoming

(Campbell, l-979). other authors believe that coniferous
forests provide marten with the most suitable den sites
(See:More, ]-97B) . \
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Many authors state that in winter marten avoid areas

without overhead cover (Newby, l-951; Hawley and Newby,

1957; Herman and Fuller, L974; Koehler and Hornocker, 1977) .

Ivlarten are occasionally killed by aerial_ predators

(Nyholm, l-970) and access to subnivean spaces in open areas

is usually limited..

Marten rarely crossed lakes in my study alShorrgh they

did not avoid lakes if they encountered them. A possible

reason for this is that marten were not restricted in their
movements by soft snow cover to.the .extent that fisher were.

Thus they would not save as much energy as fisher would by

travelling on lakes.

, The mean depth to which rnarten sank on moderately

open änd open bogs was not different from the mean depths

in other habitats in the midwinter period of Lg79/BO

(Figure 5). Thus marten would not have saved energy by

travelling in these bogs in midwinter, and. in fact they

did occur less often than expected in these bogs in midwinter
(Table 3) .

The Influence of Snow Cover on Fisher

77

Fisher Track Encounters

Significantly fewer

in the midwinter periods

biweekly d.istributions of

tracks than expected were

of both years (Table 2).

track observations in the

observed

The

study



area for the winters of 1975/76 through 1979/80 are

presented in Figure 7. These bar graphs do not take

into account the distance skied by the observer in each

biweekly period, but each winter has the same trend of
fewer tracks observed in midwinter. Thus it would appear

that fisher are restricted in their movements bv some factor
at this time. Possible factors include snow cover and

temperature. Leonard (1980) concluded that the soft,

thick snow cover of midwinter was the main restriction on

the movements of fisher. Coulter (1966) attributed an

increase in tracks in March to mating behaviour. Leonard

(1980), however, observed increases in tracks in February

of both 1976 and L977 that were coincident with the

formation of crusts. February is too early for mating

behaviour in Manitoba (ibid.).

Fisher Energy Saving Strateqies

7B

The fact that fisher travelled upon hare trails,

their own trails and walked to a greater extent in the

midwinter periods of both years than in the early or late

winter periods is additional evidence that they are

restricted in their movements by soft snovr cover.

Following hare trails could also be hunting behaviour.

Scat analysis, however, showed that fisher still used hares

to a large degree in the crust period of the first winter
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H l ñrrrõ II ¿ìJ qru Biweekly distribution of winter
marten tracks. Data of L975/76
Leonard (1980); L917/78: Kansas
I97B/79 and 1979/B0z this study.

fisher and

and I976/77:
(TBS fil_es);
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(853 M.I. of 50 scats, Section I) despite the fact that

they only followed hares 6 .32 of the t.ime. A well-used

hare trail often had a vertical hardness of 100 to 400
)gm/cm", even when the surrounding snow had a vertical

hardness of less than 10 gm/cmt. Hare trails such as these

gave fisher complete support and they took significantty

longer paces on these trails than off them (Figure 4) .

Fisher do not always follow their own trails for

ease of travel. They may follow their own tracks to and

from kills or subnivean dens as a means of orientatinq

themselves, or they may fo11ow the tracks of other fisher

out of curiosity, or territorial or sexual interest. The

three cases of large, presumably male fisher following

small,. presumably female fisher in March and April_ of L97g

r¡/ere obviously not examples of energy saving (Table 6).

All three cases occurred during the crust period of the

winter, and the fisher did not appear to be hindered in

their movements by the 0.5-4.0 cm of new snow on top of the

crust as they mostly usecl the galloping gait. De Vos (1952)

also recorded a case of one fisher following another for

over a mile in March in Ontario. However, other occasions

where fisher followed their own trails for long distances in

midwinter in my study appeared to be examples of energy

saving. De Vos (L952) and Ouick (1953) both noted that

fisher fo1lowecl their o\dn trails occasionallv. Fisher walked

BO



and left a long, uninterrup,ted body drag in the snow to

quite an extent in the midwinter periods of both years

(Table 5). I.ialking in this fashion must be sl_ow and

energetically taxing. Formosov (I946) stated that species

that left vyvolokas \^/ere not we1l adapted to fluffy snow.

Leonard (1980) found that fisher left furrows in January

when the snow Lhickness was 25 cm and the vertical hardness

\^/as less than 10 g ¡" 2.

The yellow-necked marten and the fisher are the two

largest members of the genus Martes, and they appear to be

the only ones that are restricted appreciably by snow cover.

Bromley (1956) stated that the northern timit of the

ye11ow-necked marten

fn the USSR they seek

thick sno\,r cover, but

on the top of it and catch floundering

moschi ferus )

ÕI

The Influence of Snow Cover on Marten

aò

Marten Track Encounters

determined by

lower elevations

once a crust is

(Matjushkin, I974) .

Ilarten tracks were observed

proportion to the distance skied in

and the biweekly track distribution
depression in the winter of L979/80

snow cover thickness.

during winter to avoid

formed they can run

musk deer (Moschus

in each winter period in

each period (tab1e 3),

did not have a midwinter

(Figure 7) . In L91B/79



marten were sti11 in low numbers and patchily distributed
in the study area. Therefore the biweekly trap distribution
had no real meaning for this winter. Thus it appeared that
marten were not restricted in their movements in midwinter
to the extent that fisher were.

Bromley (1956) concluded that the main influence on

the activity of sable was the availability of food and

that snow and temperature were of resser importance, whire
Pulliainen (1980b) found that European marten travelled
less in midwinter and postulated that perhaps col_d was the

reason.

Marten Energy Saving Strategies

Marten employecl energy saving' strategies cluring
midwinter, but not to the extent that fisher did (Table 6).
Marten fol-lowed their own trails more in midwinter than in
early or late winter, and sometimes did so for long distances
(Table 7) . Formosov (1946) stated that sable forlow their
own trails to save energy. other authors have noted that
marten trails sometimes occur together and they attributed
this to evidence of social interaction (Marsharl, r95la;
Pulliainen, 1980b). These instances, however, courd have

been examples of energy saving l:ehaviour.

Ï recorded one occurrence of two large marten chasing

one another for 744 m(rabte .z) . pulliainen (19B0b) noted

one incidence of two European marten traverling t.ogether in
March for r,700 m and "pIaying" with one another, reaving

scraps of fur and blood on the snow.
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Marten never left a bodv draq in the snow in

this study, nor are there any recorded cases of this in

the literature.

Competition Between Fisher and Marten

Martes martes, g. zibellina, M. mel_ampus (the

Japanese marten) and M. americanå are closely related,

Holarctic, allopatric species that cannot coexist together
(Anderson, r970). Fisher and rnarten, however, are sufficiently

different from each other that they are able to occur in

sympatry. Ir1arten, by being sma11er, are better adapted for

subnivean hunting than fisher. rn this study r found that

marten went under the snow cover much more than did fisher,

ate more microtines and spent more time in thick bogs,

which had high small mammal densities (Section I). The

sma]l-er size of marten also allowed them to be more arboreal
(Section I) and to be less restricted by snow cover than

fisher (Section II ). Fisherr orr the other hanC, were found

to eat more medium sized prey (marmot, muskrat) (Section I).

Thus, fisher and marten can coexist, despite the

fact that they both ha.ve a sirnilar morphology (Leach, rg77),
frequent mature, coniferous forests (Section II) and prey

heavily upon snorvshoe hares when the hare population is

high (Section I).
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Home Ranges and Movements of Fisher
(Martes pennanti) and Marten

(Martes

SECTION ITT

americana) in Southeastern Manitoba



A radiotelemetry study of fisher and rnarten was

conducted from August, L97B to August 1980, in the boreal

forest of southeastern Manitoba. Two juvenile, female

fisher had winLer home ranges of from 15.0 20.5 k*2,

while other juvenile females and males dispersed from the

study area after their release.

One juvenile, male marten had a home range of
)

9 -6 km- in early winter, while another wandered at random

in late fall and early winter, but appeared to have a

permanent home range of 8.1 km2 by the following spring.

A juvenile, female marten had seasonal home ranges of

from 6 .0 8.4 km2.

ABSTRÀ.CT

A fire that swept through the study area in May l9B0

caused one male marten to disperse 6l km, while a female

marten did not alter her home range during the 2 months that

radio contact was m.aintained.
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Trailing studies of fisher (Martes pennanti) have

indicated that thej-r home rancre can be very large (de Vos,

L952; Coulter, 1966). A radiotelemetry study by Kelly

(L977) in New Hamsphire showed that fisher had a mean home

range of Ig .2 k*2, with the l-arqest one found being 39 .6 k*2.

Leonard (1980) found rangres of similar size for radio-J-:crrrori

fisher in Manitoba.

Live-trapping stud.ies have indicated that marten

(Martes americana) normally have home rangres of under 4 km2

in British Columbia (iutitler et a1., l-955), Montana (Hawley and

Newby, t.957)' Ontario (Francis and SteÞhenson, I972) , and

Maine (Soutiere, I979). Marshall- (I942, 1951a), however,

trailed marten in Idaho and determined that their home rang:es

varied from 26 29 km2. Recent radiotelemetry studies have

established that marten often have home ranges from 5 - 20 km2

in Minnesota (Mech and Rogers, 7977), Wisconsin (Davis, L97B),

and Maine (Major, 1979; Steventon, l-979). Campbell (L9j9) t

horvever, found that the mean home range of two radio-collared

male marten in Vüyoming was only 2.2 km2.

A radiotelemetry and tracking study of fisher and marten

was conducted at Taiga Biological St.ation (51o 05, N, 95o 20' W)

from August, 1-97 B to August, 1980.

INTRODUCTTON
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Leonardrs (1980) study of fisher provided background

for my study. No marten were known to be present in the

study area untir L978, when an infrux of marten permitted

their home ranges and movements to be compared with fisher.

The increase in the marten population appeared to be part

of the widespread expansion of marten range in ontario and

northeastern Minnesota (Mech and Rogers, 1977) .
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Study Area

The 324 k*2 study area is part of the low borear land

region (!loo et â1., 1977). The dominant features are bedrock

knolls and ridges of up to 30m in heiqht with bogs and fens

in between. The mean January ternperature varies from -22.8
to -l-9. BoC and the mean July temperature varies from +IB to
+19.5oc. Annual precipitation varies from 410 to 535 rrm, with
250 to 355 mm of this falling as rain between 1 May and

30 September (1oc. cit.).

The study area is composed of l0 habitats. The most

common habitat is jackpine (pinus banksiana) ridge. The

entire study area has been burnt at some time or other,

although some parts not for 150+ years. Moderately open

black spruce (Picea mariana) -tamarack (r,arix laricina) bogs

are the second most cofirmon habitat. open bogs of the same

species, thick al-der (elnus) bogs, black spruce bogs and

beaver meadows are the other moist habitats. The remainincr

habitats are aspen (populus

balsam fir (Abies balsamifera) -white
ridges, jackpine sandplains and rivers

6

tremuloides ) - j ackpine

spruce (Picea glauca)

and lakes.

ridges,



The movements of fisher ancl marten were determined

by radiotelemetry. The animals were captured in wire box

traps baited with duck, grouse, snowshoe hare and fish.

A maxímum of 44 traps were set at any one time (Figure 1).

A sizeable piece of flesh was always left in each trap for

food to prevent trap 1oss. The traps were covered with

evergreen boughs and snow, and \^/ere checked every 24 hours.

The animals captured were anesthetized with 15-20 mg of

ketamine hydrochloride per kg body weight and with 2.5 mg of

acepromazine maleate per animal. similar dosages v¡ere used

by Kelly (1977) to anesthetize fisher and by Hash and

Hornocker (1980) to anesthetize wol-verine.

Fisher and marten tvere fitted with radio-coIlars
(AVM Instrument Company, Champaign, ftlinois) that weighed

70-115 grm and 13-tB grn, respectivety. The radios transmitted

in the 150.8-151.1 mHz frequency range.

The first, lower, right premolar was extracted from

some animals for aging purposes. The others, were aged by

the degree of development of their sagittal crests determined

by skul1 palpation (Marshall_, f95Ib) .

The animals were fed and kept in captivity 24 hours

before rel-ease. They were then located by triangulation once

a day when it was possible and occasionally twice a day. An

AVM portable receiver and a four-element yagi antenna were used.

MJTHODS

Pq
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Figure 1. Trap distribution in the study area,
each square represents from 1 5 traps.
Trap locations were not permanent; the areas
trapped most continuously were those close
to the station (TBS).





Home rangre estimates \^/ere based on the minimum

area method (Mohr, L947) . The outermost locations of an

animal were connected and the enclosed area measured. I

feel that home range is a better term than territory for

fisher and marten, as territory implies active defense.

Each winter was divided into three periods according

to snow cover conditions. The first period was from the

time of the first snowfall (13 November in 1978; 1 November

in L979) to when the snow thickness began to restrict the

movements of fisher and marten. This thickness r arbitrarily

chose as 20 crTrr and it hapoened to be reached on 26 November

of both winters. The second period encompassed the midwinter

months of soft, thick sno\M cover when the vertical hardness

was less than 100 g^/"^2 in all habitats except rivers and

lakes, and was often less than 10 g^¡" 2. The third period

began when a vertical hardness of greater than I00 g^¡"^2

was reached in all habitats. The change to crust conditions

\^/as guite a.brupt in both winters and occurred in at1 habitats

at about the same time (21 March in L979ì 23 March in r9B0).
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Six fisher v¡ere captured a total of 13 times and

10 marten were captured 60 times in 13,510 trap nights.

No fj-sher treed upon their rerease whire marten did so three
times. All of the captures \¡rere made between october and

March despite the substantial trapping effort made <luring

the sumrners (see Appendix l) .

Fisher Home Ranqe

RESULTS

The two male (weiqhts of 4.5, 3.4 kg) and four
female (x rveight = 2.4 k-g) fisher live-trapped were alr
juveniles (Appendix 2). One male and two females rnoved out
of radio reception range within 4 - l-0 days of their release,
and all three were later killed by trappers 9.5-r8.0 km away

(Tab1e 1) .

Two female fisher (F3, F5) were found to have midwinter
home ranses of 20.S (45 locations) and 15.0 k*2 (25 locations)
(Figure 2) .

F4, a maIe, exhibited unusual behaviour before he was

captured. r followed his trail back from his capture site
for 3.6 km. He had travelled on top of ski and other trails
for 692 of this distance, and had followed every twist and

turn of these trails. other fisher trailed during the same

midwinter period had spent only 2so of their time on such trails.
Fisher generally only followed ski trails which were paralleI

v¿



Table 1. Background information on radio-tagged fisher.

Catalogue
number Sex Age

Date of
Weight release
(gms) with radio

collar

Length
of

radio tracking
period (days)

Wi-nter
period

Number

locations

l'linimum
home

areã
(km2 )

Maximum
home

range
1en!th

(km)

Fate

rI male ^, 1U4 4,500 2/xr/78

10

45oq

E¿

F4

P5

rb

f emale ot12

female O\2

male oL 
I

female O\2

femaÌe oL 
I

2,500 4/xir./18

2,300 4/xrr/78

3,400 73/r/80

2,500 20/1/80

2,700 6/rr./80

t hin
snow cover

midwinter

midwinter

midwinter

midwinter

midwinter

I6

4

31

25

.l

?n q

12.0

15.0

6.8

5.9

-travelled out of radio
reception range

-ki11ed by trapper 16.0 km
av¡ay, February I91j.

-travelled out of radio
reception range

-ki1led by trapper 9.5 km
away, January 1990

-lost radio contacc
-recaptured 2/IIf/79;
col1ar removed

-recaptured 6 times durinq
radio-tracking period

-found dead 29/I/80

-lost radio contact

-travelled out of radio
reception range

-kiIl-ed by trapper I8.0km
away, 12/1r/80

by

by

t
2

Determined

Determined

tooth cross section

skull palpation

(o
(t
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Figure 2. Midwinter home ranges of
F3 (o) andF5 (o) and
F4 (^) as determined by

female fisher
of male fisher
radiotelemetry.
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to the fisherrs path (Section I). F4 \¡/as also unusually

docile in the trap and was light in weight (3.4 kg).

Sixteen days after his release he was found dead in

a cave. During this time his minimum home rangle \^/as
a

13.0 km- (31 locations) (Table I, Figure 2) and he travelled

on ski and animal trails for 58? of the 3.7 km that I trailed

him. I found no scats whil-e trailing him, and when dead

he weighed only 2.7 kg. F4 was the only fisher I caught

that became trap prone and f recaptured him six times. Upon

autopsy no abnormalities were noted although nine specimens

of Baylisascaris devosi v\rere found in the stomach.

Marten Home Ranse

Of the six male (x weight = I.2 kg) and four female

(x weight = 0.7 kg) marten that were live-trapped, all but

two were juveniles. One mal-e was 1!¡ years old and one female

\,vas 4 years old (Appendix 3) .

Two juvenile males (¡{3, M4) and one juvenile female

(M9) were radio-co1lared.

M3 was first caught in October 1979 (Table 2). During

the 14 days before the firsL snow falI of Lhe year he had a
2

minimum home range of 6.7 km (24 locations) (Fiqure 3,4) and

during the 26 days of the thin snow cover period he had a

home range of 5.5 km2 (n = 18) (Figure 3,8). During 30 days

of the midwinter period of soft snow cover before radio contact

v5



Table 2. Background information on radio-tagged male marten.

CataLogue Weight Date of release Season or Length of Number Minimum Maximumnumber Age (gms) with winter períod season or of home home
radio collar

Recaptures
and
fate(days) locations (

period radio rangç ar€a range tength(days) locations (kmz¡ (km)

lDet.ermined by tooth cross section

\o
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Figure 3. Seasonal home rangfe of M3 as

by radiotelemetry. A = faIl,
B - thin sno\^/ cover (o); Ç =
þ = tive-capture site t*l ; E

F - springr rro snow, prior to

determined
nO SnO\^/ ( a
midwinter (

= crust ( o
fire ( r ).

v);
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\^/as lost he had a home ranqe of 4.7 km2 (n = 14) (Figure 3,C).

Forty-two days later (7/ff/80) M3 was recaptured 5.3 km

northeast of hís last radio location (Figure 3,D), His

collar no longer functioned,r 5na he was released without being

recollared as no collars were available at that time. He

\,vas next recaptured 4.2 km to the southeast, recollared and

released on B April. During the next IO days of crust

conditions M3 had a minimum home range of 2.! km2 (n = g)

(Figure 3,8) and after the snow had melted his home range
)was B.l- km- (31 daysr n : 26) (Figure 3,F). A chronological

linkage of the locations of M3 (Figure 4) shows that by

spring he had stopped his wanderings and perhaps had

establisheC a permanent home range.

A forest fire that began on 20 May swept through the

study area and radio contact was lost from this date to 3 June.

Almost all of the study area north of I¡lallace Lake was burnt.

Most of the m.ore moist habitats (moderately open, open and thick

alder bogs) were noL burnt but the other habitats \i,iere burnt

severely. M3 survived the fire and r located him four times

in as many days before radio contact was lost. He was in

unburnt bogs for each of these l-ocations. when r warked in on

9B

him for one location and treed him he did not appear to have

any burns. On 2/Xf/80 he was killed by a trapper 6I km to

the east. His total miniinum home rançte, excluding the location

of his death, was 42.4 km2 (n = 95, 223 days).
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Figure 4 Chronological linked fixes of M3

exploratory behaviour in the fal
final home range in the spring,
the fire.

showing
I and his
prior to
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The second juvenile male, M4, was caught and released

with a collar shortly after M3's first release (20/X/79)

(Table 2). During the 11 days before the first snowfall

he had a home range of 3.0 k*2 (n = 18) (Fj-gure 5,4'). ïn

the thin snow cover period he was l-ocated 2r times in 2s days

and had a home range of g.5 km2 before radio contact was lost
on 26 November (Figure 5,8'). M4 was recaptured within his
previous home range 22 days later, but he died during

anesthesia. I\'13 and M4 were radio-tracked concurrently during

late fa1l and early winter. In Figure 5 it can be seen that
there was little overlap in their home ranges during these

periods.

A third juvenile male marten (M6) v/as live-trapped 19

times in a 103 day period during midwinter r979/Bo and had an

estimated minimum home range of 5.3 km2 (Figure 6). He was

first captured on 6 December. By this time M4 was dead and

M3 had a temporary home rang'e several kilometers to the west

of where he had been previously (Figure 6,C). As far as I
could tell from live-capture data, the range of M6 remained

relatively stationary through the winter while M3's range

swung to the north and. then to the east and south (Figure 6¡

DrE,F). Thus M3 appeared to circumnavigate M6's range.

A juvenile female (UZ¡ captured 16 times in the faII of
1979 during 17 days of no snow cover and 12 days of thin snow

cover had a minimum home rang,e of 1. 0 km2. Shortly af ter her

last live-capture she was ki11ed by a trapper 9 km to the west.
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Figure 5. Concurrent home ranges of M3 and M4,

1979. A = 1v13, fall no snow ( ^ );
Ar = M4, fall no snov¡ ( r ); B = M3, thin
snow cover ( o ); B' = M4, thin snow

cover (o); C = I43, midwinter (v),
D = M3, live-capture site , 7/Il/80 f*l .
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Figure 6. Concurrent home ranges of M3

1979-80. C = M3, midwinter
D=M3
crust
c' E

live-capture t*l ; E

o ); F = M3, spring,
= M6, rnidwinter and

and M6,

(v);
- M3,

no snow

crust I o
(r);
).
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The third marten that was radio-tagged (M9, a juvenile

female) was released on 7 Àpril 1980. Her minimum home

range during the remainder of the crust period (I2 days,

rr = 15) was 8.4 km2 (Table 3, Figure 7). After the snow had

melted but before the fire her range was 6.6 km2 (31 days,

n = 34) . She also survived the fire. Once it was safe to

walk in the burn she was l-ocated nearly every day until

radio contact was lost on 3/VIII/BO (minimum home rânge =
)6.0 l<m-; 64 days; n = B0). After the burn I approached her

closely enough to be certain of what úabitat she was in nine

times. on every occasion she was in either thick or moderately

open bogs, except for twice rvhen I accidentally approached

too closely and treed her. On these two occasions she

climbed live spruce trees that bordered unburnt bogs. As

determined by a habitat map of the study area, made from

aerial photographs, bogs composed 32.g% of M9's home range

during the snow free period prior to the burn, and 35.2? after

the burn (Table 3). Her total horne range was 12.5 km2 (118

daysr n = I29).

I trailed a marten for 5.0 km in November 1980 and

found that it spent 86.08 of its time on burnt coniferous

ridges and only 6.72 of its time on unburnt bogs.

Fisher and Marten 24 Hour Movements

103

The two radio-collared

moved a mean clistance of 1.1 km

female fisher
(n = 32) and

(F3

2.5

and

km

Fs)

(n = 18),



Table 3. Background information on a radio-tagged, juvenílel fe¡nale marten (M9).

Percentage of
Habi tat

weight
(gms )

Date of Season
release or

wí th wint,er
radio collar period

Length
of

season
or period
in days

Number
of radio
locations

Mi.nimum
home

range area
(kmr )

Maximum
range
length
(km)

o

H
OJ€

FI
4
J1o0)
.dv

HÈ

Ut

o-Q
€o

tr()0.

PrJ(
¡4()
Orú
rd .J

c)
Or
OÞl
>Êq.t
u0)
lro
0.)

Erú

Fate

660 7 /rv/80
L9/rv/80

3I/v/80

crust

spríng-
no snow

burn

Total

15

34

T2

31

64

rl-ð

80

L29

8.4

b.b

6.0

L2.5

4.3

3.8

3.9

4.6

69 .7 22.4 7 .2

66 .3 18.9 14.0

64.0 22.2 13.0

0.7

0.8 -1oss of radio
contacL due to
forest fire
20 /v / B0-3l-/v / ao

0.8 -loss of radio
contact 3/vfII/80

lDeternined by skull palpation.

H

È
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Figure 7. Home range of M9 as determined
radiotelemetry, L979,

by
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respectively, between successive daily locations (Figure g).

These means are significantly different (t-way ANOVA:

F (1,40) = 1-4.6L, P < 0.001).

The means of the 24 hour movements of marten M3 díd
not differ significantly between the winter period,s and

the no snow periods (F (4,48) = 1.68; p < 0.25) (Figure

B) . There is a trend, however, âs M3 moved less during the

thin sno\^r cover and midwinter periods (1.0 km, rr = 10, 1.1 km,

n = 6) than during the falI period of no snow (1.4 km, rÌ = L2),,

the crust period (1.5 km, n = 7) and the spring period of
no snow (1. B km, n = 18) .

M4 also appeared to decrease his activity from the fall
period of no snow (1.s km, n = B) to the thin snow cover
period (0.8 km, l1 = t4) (F (1,20) = 4.83, p < 0.05). M9

decreased her daily activity from the crust period (2.1 km,

Ir = 9) to the snow free period of spring (1.5 km, n = 29)

and after the burn (1.3 km, n = 60) (F (2,95) = 4.63,
P < 0.025).

Fisher Dens

six subnivean dens \¡¡ere found by trailing fisher and

one den was located by radiotelemetry. Fisher went under the

snow cover B0 times in 111 km of trail (section r), but most

of these occasions \.üere interpreted. to be foraging activity.
only when a fisher dragged a prey item to a hole or when

numerous trails led to and from a hore was it. considered

to be a den.



L07

Figure B. Mean distance moved by fisher and marten

between successive daily locations, L979/80.
Confidence limits (95U ) are indicated by

vertical lines with the sample sizes placed
on top. Data of F3 are from the winter of
reTB/79.
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Of the seven dens, six lvere on jackpine ridge and

one was in black spruce bog; three were under boulders,

three were under upturned tree roots and one was in the

subnivean spaces caused by the branches of a farl-en birch.

one was near a hare kill, two had hare remains nearby and

one den was used off and on by a fisher for at reast 30 days.

Marten Dens

Only three definite subnivean dens \,vere found in

Bl- km of trai1, although marten went subnivean to forage

257 times (Section I). All three dens were renovated red

squirrel rniddens on jackpine ridges. one had spruce grouse

remains and two had hare remains near their entrances. one

ì^/as visited by a marten off and on for a minimurn of 65 days.

Two summer dens of M9 were located by racliotelemetry.

Both were on jackpine ridge and under the roots of fallen trees.
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Both fisher and marten v¡ere easier to catch in
winter than in sunmer. Food is ress available in winter
and thus they may be more trap prone. rt is also possible

that more juveniles in the population are dispersing in the

fall and early winter (Francis and stephenson, rg72) and

therefore are more IikeIy to encounter traps at this time.
other authors have al-so found that fisher (Leonard, 19B0)

and marten (Newby, 1951_; Lensink et a1. , L955; Miller et aI.,
1955; Jonkef, 1959) are more likely to be caught in winter.

Fisher and Marten Home Ranqe

DISCUSSTON

Three of the rad-io-co1lared, juvenile fisher moved

out of reception range soon after their release. Kel1y (1977)

and Leonard (1980) both found that juveníles moved greater

dj-stances than adurts. one juvenile fisher in Leonardrs

study was kiIled by a trapper 60 km from its release síte.

The home range size of two female fisher in this study
(20.5 and 15.0 }c*2) com.pare favourably with the results of
Kel1y and Leonard. These two fisher, however, were only
radio-tracked for short periods.

F4 lost 700 gm in weight before he died 16 days after
he was collared and released. Thus he most likely died of
starvation. He was underweight to begin with (3.4 kg as

compared with the mean weight of 4.6 kg of the three other rnale
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fisher that Leonard (1980) and I caught) and exhibited
unusual behaviour in that he followed ski and other trails
to a much greater degree than did other fisher. Thus he

may have already been close to death before r caught him,

although the trauma of being captured and collared courd

certainly have had an effect. T found that fisher were

restricted in their movements in midwinter by thick, soft
snow cover (section rr). when the depth to which they sank

reached 9 cm they would walk and leave a long, unínterrupted
furrow in the snow cover. This method of locomotion must be

energetically taxing as both Leonard (1980) and r found that
fisher decreased their activity in midwinter. perhaps F4

\^/as underweiqht for this reason.

Marten began to invade the study area in L978. The

popuration was still- quite low during this study as the

capture rate was only 0.4 marten per 100 trap nights. other
authors have caught 2.8 (Koehler and Hornocker, rg77), 3.8
(Soutiere, 1979), 6.8 (Campbet1, IgTg), 7.0 (Milter et al.,
1955) and 13.1 (Hawley and Newby, 1957) marten per 100 trap
nights.

My study was also unique in that I collared only
juvenile marten. other authors deliberately collared only
adults (Campbe11, L979; Major, 1979; Steventon, IgTg), while
Davis (1978) did not age most of his animals.
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M3 appeared to shift hís range constantly during the
fall and early winter of Lg79 (Figures 3 & 4). Due to
the paucity of track observations in this area, it was most

likely that there \^/ere no other marten near M3 at this time.
Marshall (r942, 1951a) also found that marten shifted their
ranges. As his was a trailing study it was not deLermined

whether the marten studied were juvenile or not. Marten

reintroduced into northern ÞTisconsin made extensive movements,

and only two females out of 2r radio-tagged marten exhibited
sedentarv movements that could be considered a home rancre

(Davis, L978).

M3 sometimes remained stationary, or nearly sor

between successive daily locations. Other authors have found

that marten,will stay at the site of a ki11 or a carrion
source for several days (Marshatl, 195la; Lensink et al.,
1955; Steventon, 1979; Pulliainen, IgBOb).

lfhen M3 was co]lared in the spring it appeared that
he had stopped his wanderings and perhaps had established a

permanent home range of 8.1 km2 (Figure 4). He was in the
same area when the fire swept through and he remained for at
least 17 days after it. Thick alder bogs have high smalr

mammal populations (Section I), and although these bogs

were not burnt severely, they perhaps were n9t extensive
enough to support M3. He travelred 61 km to the east where

he was killed by a trapper.
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Many authors have stated that fires are detrimental
to marten habitat (Yeager, 1950; Miller et al., 1955, Koehler'

and Hornocker, L977\ .

M4 had a home range of 9.6 k*2 during the 36 days that
he was radio-tracked. rf he had been tracked for a longer
period perhaps he would have exhibited the ramblinq behaviour
that M3 did.

The behaviour of the collared female M9 was different
from the behaviour of M3 because she appeared to have an

established home range. She was not captured until Apri1, however,

t.hus she may have been roaming earlier in the winter. Her

rang'e was larger during the crust period than during the snow

free period of spring (8.4 vs 6.6 L*2). This agrees with my

observations that snow cover crusts are easy for marten to
travel on (section rr) and that they hinder marten from

hunting in subnivean spaces (section r). Thus marten mav have

to travel farther to find food when there is a crust.
The home range size of Ir{9 was comparable to that reported

by Pulliainen (1980b) for femare M. martes in Finland (9.s k*2),
by lr{ech and Rogers (l,g77) in Minnesota (4.3 km2) and by Davis
(1978) in wisconsin (7.7 and 8.2 L*2). steventon (1979) found

that female marten in Maine had ranges of up to 2.s k^2 , while
Campbell (1979) in Vüyoming found one female to have a ranse of
only o.B km2.



M9's home range size was about the same before and

after the fire, and the proportions of each habitat did not
arter much (Table 3). M9 appeared to spend most of her

tíme in bogs, which constituted 35.2å of her range. Thus

approximately 2.r km2 of bog habitat was adequate to support
her. The ridges were severely burned and few microtines or
squirrels could have survived.

By fall'however, the small marnmar population on the
ridges had recovered, and peromyscus manicuratus was

especially abundant (Johnson, TBS files). This species
prefers xeric conditions and is known to thrive on burns
(Bende1l, L974¡ Krefting and Ahlgren, Jg74).

Piarten appeared to have reverted to their former
preference of jackpine ridge (Section If) by November 1980.

Not enough trailing data however \^rere collected at this
time for a proper assessment of marten habitat serection.

The ranges determined by rive-trapping (¡urz and Id6 )

\,{ere much smarler than those determined by radiotelemetry.
Radio-tracking studies of marten (Mech and Rogers , r977 ¡

Davis, I97B¡ Major, I979; Steventon, I97g) generatly have

found larger home ranges for marten than have live-trapping
studies (e.9.: Hawrey and Newby, rg57; Francis and stephenson,

1972; Soutiere, 1979).
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Harestad and BunneI (Ig7g) reviewed the literature
on the home rang'e sizes of North American mammals and

concruded that it is directry prooortional to body weight
and trophic revel, and is inversely proportional to habitat
productivity.

f found that fisher had larger home ranges than marten

in this study, which was to be expeeted, but the female

marten M9 had seasonal- home ranges comparable in size to
those of the male marten M3 (Tabres 2 & 3). However, the
small number of locations, the fact that both of these

marten were juveniles and the low density of marten in the
study area are all confounding factors.

My impression from trailing fisher and rnarten is that
both species are capabte of covering large distances in a

day. Because habitat productivity varies inversely with
latitucle one would expect mammars to have larger ranges in
the north- That is perhaps why the marten in the boreal forest
of Manitoba (my study) and northeastern Minnesota (Mech and

Rogers, L977) appear to have larger rangres than the marten

in lt{aine (Major , l-979¡ Steventon, l-gTg) and trVyoming (Campbe11,

re79) .

The male marten in this study appeared to have a
temporal-spalia1-. separation of home range. Not enough female

marten lvere caught or colrared to determine whether they
avoided each otherrs ranges. Many other studies have presented
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evidence of marten intrasexual, but not intersexual
separation of home range (de Vos and Guenther, 1952¡

Francis and Stephenson, 1972¡ Campbell, 1979; Major, L979¡

steventon, L979), while other studies have shown that male

ranges sometimes partly overlap (Hawley and Newby, Lg57 ¡

Pulliainen, 1980b). Davis (1978) found that the ranges of
two femal-e marten overlapped approximately by one third.

powelI (1979a) reviewed the literature and found a

strong correlation in mustelid species between body

elongation, carnivory, sexual dimorphism and intrasexual
spacing. Long, thin mustelids have been found to have an

elevated meLabolic rate compared to "normal-" shaped mammals

(Brown and Lasiewski, 1972; Iverson, ITTZ; Moors, 1977¡

Powe1l, l-9'79b) which may lead to increased intraspecific
competition for food. sexual dimorphism in body size and

intrasexual territoriatity may be one way of reducing Lhis

competition. Recently, however, several authors have postulaLed

that it may be advantageous for the female to be smaIl in order
to reduce her overall energy needs during preginancy and

lact.ation (Erlinge , 1979; powell, r979b; Moors, l9B0) . Many

mustelids have a porygynous breeding system and no paternal
care, thus large mares may be favoured through sexual

selection.

The temporal spacing exhibited by the male marten in
my study may have been due to the fact that most of the marten

in the study area were juveniles. However, temporal spacingmay



be more adaptive for solitary species with large home

ranges than strict, spatial territoriality as it is less
energetically taxing. rf an animar can keep conspecifics
of the same sex away simply by scent marking white
foraging, it would not be adaptive for it to spend any

time and energy solery for marking a Lerritorial boundarv.

Twent

The net di-stance an animal moves in 24 hours is
not a useful measurement if an animal crosses its home

range several times each day. The fisher and male marten

in this study did not appear to do this whereas the

female marten may have.

FThy the net 24 hours movements of F3 in rgTB/79 and

F5 in 1979/80 were so different (1.r vs 2.5 km) is not clear.
Their home ranges did not appear to differ in habitat
composition and therefore productivity, and the snow

conditions between winters were comparable. Kel1y (Ig77)

found that female fisher in New Hampshire moved a rTìean distance
of 1-5 km (n = 99) between successive daily rocations.

Mech and Rogers (L977) found that male marten moved

an average of I.B km (n = 14) between days in winter
in lr4innesota, while Davis (1978) found that dispersinq marten

travelled up to 23 km in 30 hrs in lrrisconsin.

-four Hour Movements
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several authors have found evidence that marten

movements are determined by the abundance and availability
of food (Marshall, 1942, 1951-a; Lensink et ar. , 1955). As

the food supply decreases in winter one would expect fisher
and marten to increase their movements. This tendency

may be offset, however, by the restriction on movements by

snow cover. My data are too limited to test these ideas,
although the male marten M3 and M4 did have shorter 24 hour
movements in the thin snow cover and midwinter periods than
in the crust and snow free periods (Figure B).

Fisher and Marten Dens

subnivean dens offer fisher and marten protection
from cord and predators. De vos (l-952) and coulter (1966,)

found that fisher made winter dens in holes under boulders,
hollow logs, upturned roots, brushpires and in deserted
beaver houses.

Francis and stephenson (1972\ , Mech and Rogers (rg77)

and Pulliainen (1980b) found that marten usually denned in
coniferous habitats. Newby (1951) and Murie (I96I) stated
that marten sometimes denned in squirrel middens whereas

Marshall- (I942, 195la) , Campbell (I979) and Steventon (Ig7g)
found they most often denned in decayed stumps and logs. some

authors have stated that marten rest i.n trees (Mech and

Rogers, L977; Masters, 1980). They based their statements

on observations of radio-collared marten that observers walked
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in upon. These, however, were most like1y incidences of
escape behaviour. rn my study marten climbed trees on

three occasíons when r accidentally walked too close to
them.

Fisher and marten most likeIy prefer to den in
coniferous habitats due to the availability of windfalls,
decayed stumps and squirrel middens.
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Mech and Rogers (r977) concluded that the increase
in the marten population of northeastern Minnesota and

adjacent ontario was probably due to a rower incidence of
fire and togging, and the coincident maturation of coniferous
habitats- The complete protection in Minnesota of marten from

trapping since 1933 must also have been a factor.
Marten were not known to be in the Taiga Biological

station study area until the winter of rgTT-7g, and at least
10 were present.by the next winter. A viable population
of marten, however, will not be able to establish itself
unless fire, logging and trapping are controlled.

Fire - The ü7a11ace Lake fire of 160,000 acres destroyed

virtually all of the mature coniferous forest in its path.
Research is needed to see if the surviving fisher and rnarten

will be able to find sufficient food to rive. The hare
population may increase in a few years as a result of the new

growth, and perhaps fisher and marten wirl be able to utilize
them as a food source. Koehler and Hornocker (rgli) concluded

that the long term effect of fire on marten habitat in rdaho

is beneficial as it helps to maintain forest diversity. The

walrace Lake fire, however, was quite severe and extensive,
and had onry negative effects for fisher and marten.

RECOIVTJ\ÍENDATTONS
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Logging - clear cutting of forests has been found to be

incompatible with the maintenance of marten populations
(Koehler et al. , 1979¡ Steventon, lgTg).

Koehler et al. , (J'g7S) recommended that logging
should only be carried out on mesic sites and that at least a

30u canopy be left standing. They and campbell (rg7g) found

that the xeric conditions caused by fires and clear cuts
decreased the populations of crethrionomys and Microtus,
favored marten prey, ancl increased the populations of
Peromyscus, which marten appeared to avoid eating. campbelr

(r979) also concluded that logging operations destroyed

marten resting sites and their access to subnivean spaces to
hunt. He recommended that slash piles should be left in
order to facilitate marten in their resting and hunting.

steventon (1979) in Maine found t.hat mare marten

could incorporate smarl cut areas of forest in their rangfe,

but that females were entirely restricted to mature forests.
rf this is true,then uncut stands of up to 8.4 k*2, the size
of 1v19's home range in my study, wirl be necessary for female

marten to survive in southeastern Manitoba.

f found that marten and fisher could tolerate human

presence as their tracks were often found close to the station,
and on occasion one femare marten wourd enter the porch to
feed on bait that was stored there. Major (Ig7g) found that
marten would approach to within 100 m of active logging operations.
Road closures, however, are necessary after logging or mining
is terminated to prevent trappers from having easy access to
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wilderness areas. Both fisher and marten are easily trapped
and have low reproductive potentials.

Reintrocluctions

which they have been extirpated have met with limited success
(Shupbach, 1977; Davis, L97B) . However, with beLter
handling techniques, large numbers of marten, a 50:50 sex

ratio and by using the "slow release" method., ongoingr

reintroductions of marten should have better success

(ltl. F. Herman, Þersonal communication, I9B0).

viable populations of fisher have been established
in Michigan through reintroductions, and porcupines have

decreased in abundance as a resurt (parle, r97B¡ powerl

and Rrander, 1977).

ïntroductions of marten into areas from

Snow Measurements

and marten was only accurate on a large scare. More sensitive
vertical hardness gauges are needed, oarticurarly ones that
can accurately measure hard.ness i-n the 1-50 gm¡cmz range.

If many hardness measurements were taken alongside the tracks
of known animals (i.e. live-trapped or radio-collared individuals)
perhaps a relationship between track depth, track area and

snow cover hardness could be found. rn the meantine, track
depth alone seem.s to be a useful measurement to describe the

degree to which fisher and. marten are hindered in their
movements (see Section III, Figure 6).

I2L

The snow index that f derived f.or fisher



The vertical hardness of the snow cover must

be taken into account when comparing the relative densities,
determined by track count transects, of fisher in different
areas. Research is also needed to see if soft snow cover

affects the winter mortality rate of fisher.
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Appendix 1. Monthly trapping effort and capture success
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Appendix 2. Measurements of fisher and marten captured.

Sex
Weight Zygomatic

EFN (gms) breadth

Date fore
f i rc{- fnn+

caught length
Neck CoIlar
circumference circumference

Ear tag of animal
still at large

Age

fore
arm
length Right r ^ €r

!e! L

F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

M1

t42

M3

M4
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M7
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t49
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2 ,700

'I 2qrì
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1, l0o
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o¡<
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0Þ=
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0l
0\
0\
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1,5 0

l-6 0

L25
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T2B

II4
108
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115

L20
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160
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Appendix 3. Background ínformation on marten not radio-tagged.

Date of Season Length Number Minimum Maximum
Catalogue flrst or of season of. home range
number Sex Age capture winter or period captures range area length Fate

period (kmz ) (km)

'Determined by tooth cross section
2Determined by skul1 palpation

H
L"){



Appendix 4. Observation of a Female Fisher

On 5 February 7979 at 1100 hr I was skiing in an open

black spruce-tamarack bog when r observed a femare fisher

bounding along the base of a jackoine ridge, circling and

doubling back on occasion. Every now and then she would

pause momentarily to poke her nose several centimeters

into the sno\^r. she travelled at right angles to me until

she was downwind, ât which point she suddenly stooped and

sniffed the air. she then proceeded to walk towards rTr€,

sniffing the air, but not seeins me despite the fact that

the bog was very open at this particular spot. After taking

10 walking paces, and-coming to within 20 m of me, she

suddenly looked üp, saw me and bounded off in the opposite

direction as fast as she could go. At first she bounded

over unbroken snow cover, but when she approached a trail

that she had previously made she altered her course in order

to foll-ow it.

t3B



Appendix 5. Fisher and l4arten fren fnformation

A fisher den that f found on a jackpine ridge on

1 January L979 is portrayed diagrammatically in Figure 1.

The fisher had made a tunnel into a hollow created by a

fa11en jackpine. There \^/ere several centimeters of mouldy

leaves and jackpine scales lining this horlow. There were

three well- deveroped fisher trails leading to the single

entrance and one snowshoe hare forepaw 3 m from the entrance.
The temperature at the sno,h7 cover surface was -Z6oC, while
the temperature of t.he pukak layer was -r2oc and the den

itself was -1loc.

The second den diagrammed (Figure 2) , a cave, was

found on a jackpine ridge bordering a black spruce bog.

A fisher had dragged a hare 6Bj paces (317 m) to this den

and the remains of a spruce grouse were found nearby.

A marten den-on a jackpine ridge that had originally
been a red squirrel midden (Figure 3) v/as in use for at least
two months during the winter of rgTg-80. r only went to the

den two times during this period as r did not want to disturb
the marten. Fresh tracks and scats were found each time r

visited the den.
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A summer den utilized by M9 after
edge of an unburnt bog and was formed by

jackpine (rigure 4).

Photographs of some of these dens

Figure 5.

the fire was on the

the roots of a fallen

are presented in
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Figure 1. Fishêr winter den on jackpine ridge with
measurements of the api profile. VH = vertical
hardness (gm/cm2), H - horizontal hardness

)(gm/cm') , f = thickness of snow layer (cm),
þ = density 1gm/cm3¡,
C - snow crystal diameter (mm). All other
measurements in cm.
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Figure 2. Fisher winter den on jackpine ridge
bordering black spruce bog. Fifty cm of
api was on the ridge
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Figure 3. Marten winter den on
Measurernents in cm.

jackpine ridge.
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Figure 4. Marten (M9 )

unburnt bog.
summer den on the edge

Measurements in cm.

of an
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FÍgure 5.

A - Fisher subnivean den (diagrammed in Figure 1) on

a jackpine ridge. Entrance is t5 cm in diameter

(e /T./7e) .

B - Marten subnivean den (diagrammed in Figure 3) on

a jackpine ridge. Entrance is 9 cm in diameter

(20/n/80).

C Summer den of M9 (diagrammed in Figure 4)

cavity(<-) \^/as formed by the uplifting of
roots on a jackpine (20 cm dbh) (2/Vr/80) .

Den

the
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